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Abstract 
In this thesis I provide the framework for a comprehensive development 
plan for Achill Island off the coast of Ireland . I intend to provide framework 
which: integrates tourism planning into a comprehensive development plan, 
makes strong utilization of sustainable development principles as a guiding 
force for the planning, incorporates language planning into the model, and 
makes community driven planning the cornerstone to the overall success of 
the planning process. Achill Island currently does not have a comprehensive 
land use or tourism plan. As a result, sporadic home construction, a 
decreasing resident population , ad-hoc planning and new development are 
having a perceived detrimental impact on the landscape. 
CHAPTER 1. The setting 
Ireland is a country of fantastic coastline scenery and rural pastoral 
landscape, filled with a rich culture and a fascinating history. Ireland's landscape 
has been formed and molded by many different cultural influences over a vast 
timeline of history. Many ethnic groups and events have left their signature upon 
the landscape in one form or another, starting with the first people to settle in 
Ireland around the year 6500 BC. The Celts arrived in 150 BC. , followed by St. 
Patrick and the Christian Period in 432 AD, the invasion of the Vikings around 
795 AD., the Norman Conquest of the 13th century, and the Great Famines of the 
late 1840's. Ireland is by all means a "cultural landscape," a landscape 
transformed through the years by its population, culture, social organization and 
agricultural patterns. Ireland was at one time a heavily forested landscape. Now, 
rock walls segment the landscape into a mosaic of enclosed fields that once fed 
a population of 8.5 million. At the present time Ireland has a population of fewer 
than 5 million. 
Changes in population, social organization, and agricultural patterns occurred 
slowly and over centuries, influencing the culture, which in turn, changed and 
formed the landscape. 
Joining the European Union changed the country's economic policies and 
therefore, changing and accelerating the landscape of Ireland. Some of the 
changes that have impacted the landscape include; widening and straightening 
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of roads, construction of malls and taller office buildings, and demolition of stone 
walls to enlarge pastures and crop fields. 
Tourists come to Ireland for a variety of reasons. Often those with Irish 
heritage travel to Ireland to get a sense of family history, to find relatives, and to 
renew a lost family connection . Others hope to experience the landscape of 
ancient settlements, medieval ruins , period houses and remnants of abandoned 
cottages. Many come to enjoy the scenic landscape and taste the rural lifestyle 
and unique culture. Those interested in the activity-based destinations related to 
fishing , hill walking , bicycling , wind surfing and golfing seem to find the climate 
and temperature ideal for participating in these outdoor experiences. 
The increase of tourism brings the reality of change, as stated by John 
Feehan , a professor of Environmental Resource Management at University 
College Dublin , 
"times have changed , and although change may be the very essence of 
landscape, the rate of change has so accelerated that patterns created over 
centuries , features that perhaps survived for millennia in the landscape, can be 
obliterated overnight without consideration of the value as part of community 
heritage, an erosion that progressively impoverishes the richness of living" 
(Feehan, 1994). 
Growth of tourism in Ireland 
In the Republic alone, tourism in the early 1960's was just under 1.5 million. 
In the early 1990's, tourism reached just over 3.5 million visitors (Gillmor, 1994). 
The Irish tourist board anticipated a target goal of 4. 7 million for 1997 (Gillmor, 
1994) and reached a record high number of tourists of just under 5 million in 
1997 (Irish Voice Vol.12 Dec. 31 , 1997). The significance of this can be 
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demonstrated by comparing the Republic of Ireland's population and 
geographical size to the State of Wisconsin, Ireland, just 302 miles long and 17 4 
miles wide, would fit well within the boundaries of the State of Wisconsin, which 
has a population of approximately 5 million. The Republic of Ireland has a 
population of about 3.5 million and Northern Ireland a population of 1.2 million, a 
number relative to its annual visitors. On a local basis, the enormous scale of 
this tourism can be demonstrated through a few examples. 
In northwest County Mayo, near the town of Ballina, the Ceide Fields 
Interpretive Center opened in 1993, attracting over 60,000 visitors in the first 
year. The neighboring village to this interpretive center in 1986 counted a 
population of 200 residents (Kneafsey, 1994). The northwest portion of the 
region of Connemara, an area roughly 150 square miles (also in County Mayo) 
receives an estimated 300,000 visitors each year (Tubridy, 1994). Off the west 
coast of Galway city, lie the Aran Islands, comprised of lnish Mor, lnishmaan, 
and the smallest of the three, lnisheer. lnishmore, with a population of less than 
850 permanent residents, welcomed more than 2000 visitors on the Island each 
day in August. The smallest of the Islands, lnisheer, with a population of 200 
year-round residents, receives more than 30,000 visitors a year (LaRoe, April 
1996). 
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Tourism and landscape change 
This increased volume of tourism has caused changes in different regional 
and local socio-cultures and the environment of Ireland. As stated by Tourism 
planning consultant and author Edward Inskeep, "There can be both positive 
and negative economic and socio-cultural impacts resulting from tourism, 
depending on the type and intensity of the tourism developed, as well as the 
characteristics of the host society" (Inskeep, 1995). An example of a positive 
change would be the increase of funds available to develop the Irish Heritage 
Centers, but a negative impact could be the overuse of the natural resources 
available in the same area. The extent of changes and the areas most affected 
can only be speculative. 
"The Aran Islands are a prime example of culture change occurring in a 
specific region due to tourism. For centuries, there was very little change due to 
the self-supportive and independent nature of the Island inhabitants. These 
Islands lacked the luxuries of electricity, air service or widespread telephone 
hookups, until the arrival of tourism in the 1970's" (LaRoe, April 1996). 
Since 1970, more motels, bed and breakfast establishments, and cars have 
appeared on the island. The increase in amenities brought more tourists and 
monetary gain for the inhabitants. Eventually, due to high demand, tourists did 
not have to wait for the daily ferry to transport them to and from the islands, 
helicopters provided this service on an hourly schedule. 
On lnismore, one of the Aran Islands off the west coast of Ireland, tourists 
often come hoping to experience the slow pace of island life. They come to enjoy 
the rich traditions and customs in an environment where the Irish language is still 
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the main spoken means of communication, where they can relax on slow, long 
walks with beautiful, uncluttered views. 
What tourists may experience on their approach to the island aboard a ferry 
is the sight of dozens of tour mini vans waiting to quickly load for one hour tours 
of the Island. Meals are served at hotels or the many restaurants which have 
been built to accommodate the crowds. The few hours tourists spend on the 
Island consist of "buzzing" around the Island, trying to see, not experience, as 
much as possible. Tourists may leave the Islands laden with Aran sweaters and 
handmade Irish crafts, but having had few of the experiences they may have 
hoped to enjoy. 
Is the tourist product (what the tourist is seeking by going to the Island of 
lnismore) being compromised by a lack of good tourism planning? 
Landscape importance to tourism 
The preservation of both the culture and the environment is crucial to the 
development of Ireland's tourism. 
Traveling from the Aran Islands to the Blasket Island Heritage Center (located 
in the southwest corner of the Dingle peninsula, County Kerry) provides the 
opportunity to observe how another area addresses this need in the design, 
organization, and the dissemination of information. The building is low and does 
not disrupt the view of the ocean or the Blasket Islands. Inside, the history of the 
inhabitants of the Island is depicted in a very informative video presentation, and 
artifacts are displayed and described. Family lists and pictures are posted for 
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viewing, and a tourist comes away with a clear picture of life as it may have been 
on this desolate island. The tourist takes nothing away from the site, but gains 
an understanding from the experience. 
In other tourist sites, guided tours are not necessary to experience the 
exhilaration of standing on the Cliffs of Mohr, to walk along the ruins of the 
Clonmacnoise (a 61h century monastic ruins of St. Ciaran), or to stand alone with 
a breathtaking view of the ocean and mountains. Even a chat with an old man 
herding his sheep along a country road can be an experience to remember for a 
life time. 
The need to protect and preserve the environment while promoting tourism is 
as individual as the site or community. Each plan must be "tailored" to protect the 
past, enrich the present and preserve for the future. "Unlike other industries, 
tourism depends upon the protection of the culture and the environment" 
(Prohaska, 1995). 
With regards to the tourism industry, protection and preservation of culture 
and the environment will become of greater significance for the future, as the 
need for "getaway" opportunities from the modern urban-congested lifestyle 
becomes of greater importance in the mind of the tourist (Meldon, 1994). 
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Tourism is economically important to Ireland. 
Tourism in Ireland has the greatest economical impact in regions along the 
west coast, where economic development is lowest and non-agricultural 
employment opportunities are the least. (Gillmor, 1994). 
The economic importance of Irish tourism can be demonstrated in the 
revenue and employment figures resulting from tourism. For example, in 1991 , 
within the Republic of Ireland, non-resident tourists spent 928 million Irish 
pounds. Using an estimated exchange rate of 1.67, that amounts to 1.5 billion 
United States dollars. Domestic tourists spent 505 million Irish pounds 
(U.S.$833 million) and day trip tourists, mainly from Northern Ireland, where 
British pounds is the main currency, spent another 10 million British 
pounds.(U.S. $17 million) The revenue generated from Irish coach companies in 
transporting these tourists was 275 million Irish pounds.(U .S.$460 million) The 
total revenue generated from tourism 1991 was 1. 718 billion Irish pounds 
(Gillmor, 1994). (2.78 billion U.S. dollars) In 1997, tourism revenue hit an all 
time high of 3.5 billion U.S. dollars (Irish Voice vol. 12, Dec.31 ,1997). 
There were an estimated 87, 000 full time jobs in tourism in 1991 , the 
equivalent to 7.1 % of the total Irish employment. Of these 87,000 employed by 
tourism, 33,000 are employed in the hotel and guest home sector (Gillmor, 
1994). Tourism employment figures for 1997 reached a total of 115,000 jobs, 
amounting to one in every twelve (Irish Voice vol.12, Dec. 31, 1997). 
People in rural areas have a difficult time finding ways to make a living. A 
bed and breakfast establishment can supplement the income of a family if the 
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area can attract tourists and keep the bed and breakfasts busy for three to four 
months of the year. Opportunities for other establishments grow as tourism 
increases. Many small communities depend on tourism for their livelihood . As 
they plan for the future, the leaders in these communities need to ask, "Why 
does the tourist come to Ireland"? Many come to enjoy its landscape, heritage, 
and culture, which quickly points out the need for protecting these aspects within 
the landscape. It was noted by Gillmor that, "the western portion of Ireland has 
the greatest appeal to the tourist because of its physical assets, including a long 
attractive coastline and extensive upland scenery, together with the character of 
its human landscape, people and traditional culture"(Gillmore, 1994). 
Another important aspect of the relationship between tourism and economics 
in Ireland is the abundance of funding for tourism development provided by the 
European Community structural funds . The last round of EU (European Union is 
a collaboration of countries for economic gain) funding provided millions of Irish 
pounds for tourism development investment. Under the present guidelines, it 
appears tourism related projects are the only way to obtain funding . Many new 
projects, such as theme parks, or replica heritage buildings designed to entertain 
as well as educate were rushed , thus generating controversy and opposition. 
'These projects did not address restoration and preservation of existing heritage 
and culture" (Duffy, 1994). 
Opposition came from those who wanted this money to be used for 
restoration of historical buildings, and documentation of the importance of 
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Ireland's rich heritage through the rebuilding of the many ruins which dot the 
landscape of Ireland. 
Even many physical cultural elements of the landscape such as old bridges, 
cottage ruins, period houses, monasteries, strongholds, and round towers may 
be preserved or restored with the use of revenue generated from tourism. 
"Heritage conservation can be seen as a beneficial effect of tourist interest; 
many places and sites would continue to molder away were it not for the spur of 
tourism" (Duffy, 1994). 
Cultural preservation via tourism 
Certain aspects of regional culture, traditions, and local customs may be 
preserved or sustained directly or indirectly by tourism effects. 
In areas where jobs are scarce and the future holds little promise, the 
younger generation is often tempted to search for new opportunities in other 
places. One particular important tourism benefit to Ireland is that it has been 
shown that it slows down immigration and maintains local or regional population 
by increasing employment opportunities and decreasing financial hardships. 
Immigration has been a particular problem in Ireland starting in the early 1800's 
and has continued to this day (Levy, 1996). The potato famines (1832- 1850) 
caused many of the Irish to flee their homeland and establish new homes in 
countries such as England, Australia, and the United States. Families would 
prosper in the new country and send money for their parents, siblings and friends 
to join them. 
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An example where tourism is slowing down migration is lnishmeain Island. It 
has an approximate population of 200 residents, (down from the highest 
population of 503 residents in 1851) with only 21 children in the school system in 
April of 1996. The largest of the Aran Islands, lnishmore, has a current 
population of 850, down from a high of 2,285, in 1821 (Mould, 1972). "It is 
thought by many of the Island's residents that tourism has curtailed the high 
migration, which would have eventually left the islands deserted" (LaRoe, April, 
1996). However, some residents of the islands fear that tourism is taking a toll 
on the culture. Still, others argue that had migration continued to dwindle the 
Island populations, (which has occurred with many of the Island communities on 
the west coast of Ireland), there may not have been enough Aran Island natives 
left to continue the unique Island culture and traditions. 
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CHAPTER 2. Achill Island and the need for a plan. 
Achill .. ..... .jewel of the sea, 
Home to many emigrants who fled your shores 
So many summers ago. 
When I die, how I would like to lie 
Beneath your island skies . 
. ............. Noirin Anne Gannon, 1999. 
Located on the west coast of County Mayo, Eire, Oilean Acta (Achill Island) is 
a prime tourist destination. 
"Achill has long been renowned for the magnificence of its scenery and as a 
well known tourist resort", and possesses fabulous diversity in its landscape 
within a relatively small geographic area (McDonald, 1993). 
The Island encompasses roughly 57 square miles which includes its smaller 
Islands of Achill Beg and lnishbiggle. Achill Beg is now uninhabited, and 
lnisbiggle has approximately thirty residents. 
Achill Beg (figure 1.1) 
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Geologically Achill lslandit boasts two mountains, Sleivemore at 2, 214 feet, 
and Croaghaun at 2, 192 feet. 
Two-thirds of the island is covered in peat, mostly located toward the center 
of the Island. The interior of the island is covered in peat bogs, which form under 
heavy rainfall through the year and low lying ground toward the center of the 
Island. Therefore, a majority of the settlement is coastal oriented. 
Blanket Bog (figure 1.2) 
Achill has 80 miles of coastline where the highest cliffs often exceed 1,000 
feet (GaelSaoire publication, 1999). 
A I LANllC 
O CEAN 
ATLANTIC 
OCEAN 
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ATHLONE• 
Map of Achill Island (fi 1gure 1.3) 
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Atlantic drive (figure 1.4a) 
Atlantic drive (figure 1.4b) 
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Achill Island possesses four "Blue Flag Beaches". This is a prestigious eco-
label award given by the Foundation for Environmental Education to beaches in 
twenty four countries in Europe and South Africa, based on water quality, 
environmental management, environmental education, safety and services. 
Dugort beach (figure 1.5) 
Dugort beach and Keem bay beach are very popular beaches during summer 
months on Achill. Surf fishing on these beaches is popular during the spring and 
fall. There are many activities to take part in on Achill Island, including fishing, 
sail boarding, hill walking and scuba diving (see appendix A, Achill Island: current 
resounces). 
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Achill possesses the dynamics of many inhabited islands, but is connected to the 
main land via a swing bridge. 
Swingbridge at Achill Sound (figure 1.6) 
Since Achill is surrounded by the Atlantic Ocean, the ocean has a profound 
impact on the islanders in all aspects of their lives (physical, mental, social, 
cultural, and economic). 
There are currently seventeen villages on the Island, with a steadily declining 
island population of 2,500. Most Achill Island employment is seasonal and 
therefore, seasonal migration is the norm (McDonald, 1997). 
There are many historical and archeological features on Achill Island 
including a tower house which was used by the Pirate Queen "Grainne Ni 
Mhaille" in the 16th century. It is said that Grainne resisted the English attempts 
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to take her father's land and raided English merchant ships. She was known to 
have many towers in which she hid. 
Grainne Ni Mhaille stronghold at Cloughmore (figure 1. 7) 
Another site important for tourists to visit is Sleivemore, an abandoned 18th 
century village, although all that remains are the ruins of cottages. Observing this 
site gives tourists a glimpse of life in Ireland in the eighteenth century when trying 
to survive in this rugged environment was a daily struggle. Eventually, all of the 
inhabitants moved to better land, or near cities which could support them. 
Approximately half of the Island is a gaeltacht area, (Irish speaking) where a 
distinct dialect of Irish is spoken known as "Gaeilg Acla". This is unique as only 
33% of Ireland's population claims to have competency in the spoken use of the 
Irish language, and only about 45,000 of Ireland's 3.5 million population uses 
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spoken Irish every day as their main language of communication (censes 2000). 
People I spoke with during several trips to Ireland all stated that they felt that 
Irish is now a minority language in a struggle for survival as a spoken language. 
There are fewer than a dozen gaeltacht areas left with in Ireland, yet Achill Island 
is able to maintain this rich language. 
19 
Achill gaeltac (figure 1.8) ht map 
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CHAPTER 3. Research and methodology 
Research proposal 
To date, Planning on the island is random and ad-hoc, with only the Mayo 
County Council restricting where, how, and when physical development (mostly 
building construction) takes place. Achill Island does not have a comprehensive 
plan to guide the future of the island and protect the landscape, environment, 
culture, nor enhance the communities and economic growth. 
The island's tourism planning has included two main objectives; to increase 
tourism and to increase the number of jobs in all economic sectors including 
small scale manufacturing, services sector, and sales. Tourism planning on 
Achill Island has not been coordinated within a comprehensive plan, involving 
protection of cultural and natural resources (see appendix B. Muintir Achill). 
Protecting the landscape and culture of Achill is critical to the tourism industry on 
Achill Island. As Breege O' Brien (an Achill native and resident) states .... .. .. .. . 
"least we kill the goose that lays the golden egg. After 150 years it is still the 
breathtaking beauty of the place, more than any one other factor, which draws 
tourists to the area" ("Muintir Acla", Summer '97). 
The main goal for th is thesis is to propose a framework for a comprehensive 
plan for Achill Island's development and tourism. This comprehensive plan 
should have integrated components of land use, infrastructure and tourism 
development. 
Within the framework for the comprehensive plan, sustainable tourism and 
planning principles should be integrated in order to ensure the protection, 
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preservation and enhancement of the island's natural features which is the 
attraction for tourists. 
This thesis also proposes that community involvement in planning and 
decision making becomes an integral part of developing Achill's comprehensive 
plan and ultimately will determine its success or failure. 
Language planning for the Irish language (gaeilge) must also be integrated 
into Achill's comprehensive plan in order to preserve Achill's rich cultural heritage 
and thus preserve the "ethnos" which makes the Island a unique tourist 
destination. 
Research Propositions 
• Community based planning is necessary for the success of Achill's 
comprehensive plan with a planning approach designed to incorporate all 
of the Island's villages. 
• Achill's tourism plan should be designed and integrated into an overall 
comprehensive development plan for the Island. 
• Sustainable tourism principles are best suited to developing the 
framework for Achill Island, in terms of protecting the environment, 
reviving economic growth reviving the local population, and maintaining 
the Irish language on the island . 
• The Irish language, which is spoken by a portion of Achill Island's 
population, should be integrated within the sustainable development plan. 
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Delimitations 
This study was limited to outlining the principles and proposing a framework 
to develop a comprehensive development and tourism plan. 
Statistical information regarding tourist and islanders perceptions, needs, or 
desires is not necessary for the development of the planning model. However, 
this information will be needed to properly guide policy and decision making. 
This study did not survey the 'Islanders' perceptions of planning tourism, 
tourism development, nor their concerns or desires. This is, in part, because of 
the cost and time needed to ascertain this information. 
This study did not conduct surveys of Achill tourists to assess the tourism 
product as perceived by the tourist. 
Qualitative research 
Qualitative research was chosen for several reasons in exploring this topic 
and finding the information necessary for developing the framework for Achill's 
planning model. This method of gathering information allows for a clearer 
understanding of the range and scope of the problems and greater flexibility in 
exploring the problem or need. 
As stated by John Creswell, a well known author on the topic, 
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"Qualitative research is an inquiry process of understanding based on distinct 
methodological traditions of inquiry that explore a social or human problem. The 
researcher builds a complex, holistic picture, analyzes words, reports, detailed 
views of informants, and conducts the study in a natural setting" (Creswell, 
1998). 
Qualitative research is also an appropriate method when the research 
questions are "how" and "what" questions (Creswell, 1998). This is appropriate to 
the study, as the research questions ask: What sustainable principles are 
applicable to Achill's situation, how they can be applied to the planning model, 
what are the current and future problems of Achill tourism, what planning 
strategies would be the most practical and applicable, what methods of public 
participation are most applicable to Achill Island, and how can they be applied. 
Information for th is thesis will be ascertained from onsite field observation 
and documentation. Therefore, the author intends to observe from an insiders 
perspective. Here, qualitative research is an appropriate choice of inquiry, as 
qualitative research considers the "self' an instrument of research. "The self as 
an instrument engages the situation and makes sense of it" (Leedy, 1993). 
This is important for this study, as many islanders are reluctant to interact 
with outsiders trying to obtain accurate information on their lives and island 
affairs. As an active participant, the researcher can gain insight to the problem, 
not provided by interviews and other data collection methods. 
"Qualitative research emphasizes the research's role as an active learner 
who can tell the story from the participants view rather than as an expert who 
passes judgment on participants" (Creswell, 1998). 
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Information collected from books and periodicals, internet searches, travels to 
Ireland (the mainland, the Aran Islands, and Achill Island ) and numerous 
discussions with islanders and subsequent documenting will be applied. 
To collect, and analyze hard data from a large survey (the size of the island's 
inhabitants and visitors) is considered too cumbersome in terms of funding and 
the time frame for this thesis. Also, there is limited past or current information 
regarding tourist types, market surveys, and islander perception of tourism on 
the island, annual number of tourists, and available accommodations. However, 
this type of statistical information must be ascertained for the planning to 
commence. 
Research design 
Two methods of inquiry are employed for this paper; observational 
investigation and multiple case studies. Observational investigation is a 
necessary method to examine the needs, problems and attributes Achill has in 
regard to developing appropriate framework. 
Several visits to the Island allowed this author to observe landscape, 
residents, and Island dynamics. These visits subsequently led to the formulation 
of several research questions and later in the study resulted in ascertaining 
answers to the questions. 
Research questions are an important development of the study because they 
"address the major concerns and perplexities to be resolved" (Stake, 1995). 
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The research questions are: 
• What planning strategies would be the most practical and applicable to 
Achill 's plan? 
• How can sustainable tourism principles be applied to Achill's plan? 
• Which principles of sustainable tourism are most applicable to Achill 
Island? 
• What are the current and future problems of tourism that face Achill 
Island? 
• What are the current resources that Achill has to offer as a tourist 
product? 
Three case studies were examined to see how sustainable principles can be 
applied to Achill Island's plan. Case study is an appropriate method of choice, 
due to the use of multiple inquiry techniques. Case study research is similar to 
that of historic inquiry, but adds two sources of additional evidence; direct 
observation, and interviewing. "The case studies unique strength is the ability to 
deal with a full variety of evidence-documents, interviews and observations" (Yin , 
1994). 
The case studies chosen involve the design and implementation of 
sustainable tourism planning . The case study method can be used to examine 
these studies and therefore determine how the successes of these cases can be 
applied to Achill's plan. 
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"The central tendency among all case studies is that it tries to illuminate a 
decision or sets of decisions: why they were taken, how they were implemented, 
and with what result" (Creswell , 1998). 
With the case study research method, the information from all the inquiry 
strategies, observation, case studies, and interviewing, is then converged in a 
triangulation fashion to determine results . 
"Case study methodologies possess some general components which are; 
propositions, units of analysis, logic linking data to the propositions and criteria 
for interpreting the findings" (Yin , 1994). For this study, propositions are stated 
(page 21). The units of analysis are specific sustainable components within the 
case studies, and implementation strategies. 
Analysis and interpretation 
For analysis and interpretation of the case studies, several approaches were 
used, including naturalistic generalizations, categorical aggregation and 
description. Naturalistic generalizations involve the researchers own 
interpretations drawn from each case study. For categorical aggregation, a 
matrix of categories is made, and the evidence is placed within the categories to 
show frequencies of use regarding sustainable components between the case 
studies. Description involves an interpretation about each case study regarding 
comparison and contrast, and relates these findings to the published literature on 
sustainable tourism. 
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CHAPTER 4. Review of related literature 
The literature review seeks to review and discuss exemplary and non-
exemplary planning approaches, components of tourism plans, 
recommendations, and research . This enables the researcher greater insight to 
the research question. 
"Budding investigators think the purpose of a literature review is to determine 
answers about what is known on a topic; in contrast, experienced investigators 
review previous research to develop sharper and more insightful questions about 
the topic" (Yin, 1994). 
Major tourism trends 
Significant qualitative tourism trends (as stated by the World Tourism 
Organization, a specialized agency of the United Nations, is the leading 
international organization in the field of tourism. It serves as a global forum for 
tourism policy issues and practical source of tourism know-how) are beneficial to 
Achill's current state of tourism and demonstrate the potential tourist 
opportunities that Achill possesses. 
The WTO states that nature, cultural and adventure tourism are rapidly 
growing forms of tourism (Inskeep, 1998). More tourists seem to desire to 
participate in recreation , sports and adventure as they learn about the history, 
culture, nature and wildlife of areas they visit. 
Achill has many cultural, historical sites and already has in place several 
tourism enterprises which cater heavily to outdoor adventure pursuits. This trend 
among tourists is an opportunity for Achill Island to build on several of its existing 
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and newly created festivals: the Walks Festival, Seafood Festival , Achill Boat 
Racing Festival and the Scoil Acla Festival (which centers on traditional musical 
instrument instruction). 
People seem to be more interested in tracing their "roots", as evidenced by 
the numerous books and web sites catering to genealogical searches. Some 
follow up with a search for their ancestral homes. Since Cleveland , Ohio has the 
largest Achill Island immigrant population in the USA, it could be a potential 
market for this type of tourism. 
"Today (in the last ten years) there seems to be a segment of the population 
that is concerned about maintaining and improving their health, and therefore, 
are interested in the development of health resorts and spas" (Inskeep, 1998). 
Conventional hotels and resorts have included exercise facilities and there is 
renewed interest in traditional medical treatments. This is the basis for the 
demand in health resorts and special interest tourism. Health resorts could be a 
viable solution to Achill's inclement weather and could attract additional tourists 
to the island, and extend the tourist season beyond the summer months. 
"Many tourists are taking more frequent but shorter vacations throughout the 
year, due to work schedules, school schedules or money concerns" (Inskeep, 
1998). This could provide the opportunity to develop tourist destinations which 
offer facilities and activities for tourists to use throughout the year. 
Business travel and conferences continue to expand and draw clients to 
tourist destinations where they can enjoy the area after they attend meetings. 
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A conference held on Achill Island, Ireland could attract a variety of conference 
groups. 
As the world in the 21 51 Century becomes more crowded and congested, ans 
as tourists become more environmentally and socially sensitive, they will seek 
well-designed, less polluted tourist destinations, avoiding destinations that have 
environmental and social problems. Based on this premises, more tourist 
destinations will need to adopt the planned and managed approach to 
developing tourism and good quality tourism practices that avoid environmental 
and social problems and optimize economic benefits. Achill is in the early stages 
of tourism development and can incorporate this approach into their plan. 
Some of the potential concerns of tourism 
For this investigation, a review of potential concerns helps reconfirm the 
paramount importance of planning and the utilization of sustainable principles. 
For example, it has been shown that environmental damage can occur as a 
result of an uncontrolled increase in tourism. Uncontrolled site use by visitors, 
(such as too many tourists in an area allowed too roam where they please),of the 
nature parks, archaeological and historical sites may lead premature 
deterioration. Viewing of wildlife may also be disruptive to some species normal 
behavior and breeding patterns. Surface and underground water pollution can 
result from poor disposal and treatment of sewage and solid waste material. 
Damage may occur to heritage, historical and archeological sites through 
vandalism or illegal removal of artifacts taken as souvenirs. Important tourist 
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attractions such as museums, theaters, and parks may be over used by tourists 
to the extent that local residents do not have convenient access to these 
facilities. "This leads to resentment of tourism by residents" (WTO Guide for 
local authorities). 
Commercialism and modification of the local arts, crafts and traditions by 
tradesmen can cause resentment by local residents, and have a negative visual 
impact. Traffic, pedestrian congestion and excessive noise levels can result from 
uncontrolled tourism development. Finding adequate parking spaces for vehicles 
may become a problem in tourism areas. Tourism areas may become 
unattractive because of the inappropriate or lack of design of tourist facilities, 
large advertising signs and littering by tourists. 
Economic loss may occur if the products used in tourism are imported from 
elsewhere, although importation of goods and services may be necessary in 
some places which have few local resources. 
Benefits from tourism development 
If carefully planned, developed and managed, tourism can bring substantial 
benefits to local communities. The establishment of local tourism brings jobs, 
and helps develop entrepreneurship as residents see opportunities for 
investment in the area. 
"As new and improved retail is stimulated by tourism, so are recreational and 
cultural facilities, such as specialty tourism. Employees learn new skills and 
technologies related to computers which enhances local human resources 
development, and are transferable to other economic activities" (Inskeep, 1998). 
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Local living standards may increase due to new jobs and increased revenues. 
Young people can learn job skills through summer employment. As young 
people learn these new skills in hotels, restaurants, agriculture, fisheries, crafts, 
and manufacturing, this may reduce emigration. In economically depressed 
areas, the jobs provided by tourism may reduce the migration of young people 
seeking employment elsewhere, thus reducing the impact on culture and 
language (Inskeep, 1998). 
Tax revenue can be generated and used to improve community facilities, 
services and infrastructures such as schools, medical clinics, libraries, parks and 
recreation facilities and roads. 
Areas such as shopping districts, parks and recreation, cultural centers, and 
theaters are stimulated by tourism and can be used by local residents as well as 
tourists. 
Infrastructure can also be designed to serve local communities so that they 
receive the benefits of infrastructure improvements. 
"Cultural facilities and activities can be financed by tourism in local communities, 
which could not otherwise afford them without tourism" (Inskeep, 1998). 
"Tourists prefer to visit an attractive, clean, and non-polluted area, with 
archeological and historical sites. Land use and transportation patterns may also 
be improved because tourism serves as a catalyst for redevelopment of some 
places" (Inskeep, 1998). 
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Conservation of local nature areas, archeological and historical sites, crafts, 
and certain cultural traditions are very attractive to tourists. They must be 
maintained and often enhanced if tourism is to be successful and sustainable. 
New markets for local products such as agricultural and fishery items, arts and 
hand made crafts and manufactured goods are created and thereby stimulate 
other local economic sectors. 
Developing tourist facilities can help support the construction industry. 
When residents see tourists enjoying the local environment, and the historical 
and cultural heritage, it encourages a sense of pride in their heritage as they 
realize that tourists appreciate it. In this respect, tourism may stimulate 
revitalization of certain aspects of the cultural heritage that otherwise are being 
lost through modern development (Inskeep, 1998). 
Sustainable tourism 
The World Tourism Organization has made a strong argument for the 
preservation of cultural , natural, and historical resources while sustaining the 
tourism industry, via sustainable tourism concept. The sustainable development 
approach is particularly important in tourism because this sector depends mostly 
on tourist attractions and activities that are related to the natural environment 
and the historic and cultural heritage of an area. If these resources are degraded 
or destroyed, tourism cannot thrive. In fact, conservation of these resources can 
often be enhanced through tourism development. 
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The World Tourism Organization has stated that an important aspect of 
sustainable tourism is that the natural , historical, and cultural resources for 
tourism are conserved for continuous use in the future, while still bringing 
benefits to the present society. However, defining the concept of sustainable 
tourism is problematic; as many definitions are vague and impractical, leaving no 
hint as to how the concept can be implemented. Many authors refer to the 
ambiguity of the term. 
Hall and Lew note that, 
"despite the promise and essential appeal of the concept of sustainable 
development, considerable uncertainty exists over its definition" and that 
"defining and achieving sustainable development has become one of the major 
policy debates of our generation" (Hall and Lew, 1998). 
However, even though there is much debate and disagreement on defining the 
concept of sustainability, the fruits of sustainable tourism are a worthy pursuit. 
Therefore, a definition must be decided upon. Various definitions in published 
literature can be observed as a place in which to start the definition process for 
this thesis. 
Milne (1998) puts the definition into its simplest terms, stating that, 
"sustainability means making things last", where "things" can include 
ecosystems, economies, and cultures, to name a few. Lesley France notes the 
traditional definition of sustainable development as, "development which involves 
the use of renewable resources in a way that does not degrade them" (France, 
1997). Both definitions emphasize the need to conserve resources. 
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The WTO (World Tourism Organization) defines the concept of sustainable 
tourism as the following: 
"Sustainable tourism development meets the needs of present tourist and 
host regions while protecting and enhancing opportunities for the future. It is 
envisaged as leading to management of all resources in such a way that 
economic, social , and aesthetic needs can be fulfilled while maintaining cultural 
integrity, essential ecological processes, biological diversity, and life support 
systems" (WTO, 1992). 
This definition places emphasis on fulfilling the needs of the host community, 
while conserving the resources and maintaining the culture. However, it is still 
somewhat vague as a workable definition. 
McElroy states a workable definition drawn from Inskeep and other researchers 
as, 
"sustainability seeks to preserve a permanent and widely shared stream of 
income by creating an adaptive competitive destination niche through the 
ongoing guidance of participatory community planning without unacceptably 
sacrificing the sociocultural and natural integrity of the asset base" ( McElroy 
2002). 
In this definition everything within the tourism system is economic based. 
The spreading of economic benefits across the community is emphasized and 
the resources which attract the tourism are considered an "asset base." A 
sustainable development concept definition which refers to conserving and 
protecting in an economic sense may appeal greatly to developers and tourism 
operators. 
The concept of sustainable tourism can further be elaborated on through a 
series of "principles". Principles provide more thought on what the concept 
incorporates, and direction towards implementation. As Turner and Pearce 
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state, "defining sustainable development is not the same thing as searching for 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for achieving it" (Pearce and Turner, 
1994). 
Sustainable tourism principles 
The World Trade Organization further describes sustainable tourism in terms 
of principles. The principles are as follows: 
1. Tourism Development is planned and managed so that it does not 
generate serious environmental or socio-cultural problems in the tourism 
area. Although vague in concept, the key words here are "planned" and 
"managed". Often, these two activities are entirely absent from tourism 
initiatives, except marketing to improve tourism in an area (WTO, 1998). 
2. The overall environmental quality of the tourism area is maintained and 
improved where needed. Tourists wish to visit areas that are attractive, 
functional , clean and unpolluted. Tourism can provide the incentive and 
means to maintain and improve the environmental quality of areas. 
3. A high level of environmental quality is also very important for the local 
residents to enjoy. Tourism can help make residents more aware of the 
quality of their environment and support its maintenance and improvement 
(WTO, 1998). 
4. A high level of tourist satisfaction is maintained so that the tourist 
destinations will retain their marketability and popularity. If tourists are not 
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satisfied with the tourist product of a destination, then the area cannot 
retain its tourist market and remain as a viable destination (WTO, 1998). 
Through a series of conferences on sustainable tourism and development, 
the principles of sustainability have been further defined and outlined. At the 
world conference on sustainable tourism, held in 1995 in Canary, Spain, 
principles and objectives for sustainable tourism were further defined and are 
now widely recognized as applicable principles of sustainable tourism (France, 
1999). 
These principles are the following : 
1. The benefits of tourism are widely spread throughout the community. 
Tourism development should be planned and managed so that its 
economic benefits are spread as widely as possible throughout the 
community of the tourist destination and kept within or shared within the 
community. In th is way, benefits will be maximized and residents will 
support tourism as receiving benefit. 
2. Community-based tourism projects are an important technique for 
spreading the ideas to local residents. 
3. Tourism should be based on the criteria of sustainability. It should be: 
ecologically bearable; economically viable; and ethically and socially 
equitable for local communities. 
4. Tourism is planned in an environmentally sensitive manner so that its 
natural and cultural resources are conserved, tourism development does 
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not generate serious adverse environmental or socio-cultural impacts, the 
overall environmental quality of the area is maintained or improved, the 
benefits of tourism are widely spread in the society and the tourist 
satisfaction levels are sustained. 
5. Tourism should contribute to sustainable development and be integrated 
with all aspects of the environment, respecting fragile areas and 
promoting the assimilation of impacts so that these lie within capacity 
limits. 
6. Tourism must consider its effects on the cultural heritage and traditions of 
local communities. 
7. The satisfaction of tourists and preservation of destinations should be 
determined together with local communities and informed by sustainable 
principles. 
"Special priority should be given to environmentally and cultural vu lnerable 
areas and those areas that are already degraded" (France, 1999). 
Overall , elements within integrated sustainable development approaches may 
include varied management tools such as: coastal management and 
conservation schemes, zoning schemes, multiuse planning , multi-agency 
planning, carrying capacity limits and limits of acceptable change). 
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Tourism planning principles and methods 
An overview of basic planning methodology and theory is pertinent to 
developing Achill's plan. 
Planning, broadly defined, is organizing the future to achieve certain 
objectives (Inskeep, 1991 ). Planning envisions the future and there is a high 
degree of predictability. Planning can be very beneficial on the national, regional 
and local level. Even though resistance is sometimes seen to the concept of 
planning, it is generally accepted as being a valid approach to guiding the future. 
The current practice of tourism planning involves a continuous -flexible process, 
while adhering to the basic plan objectives. 
"Planning should be prepared within a time framework and must apply a 
flexible, comprehensive, integrated, environmental and sustainable, community-
based and implemental approach" (WTO, 1998). 
The plan should be responsive to changing circumstances, but any 
modifications should be made to achieve the developmental objectives and 
concepts of sustainable tourism. The plan should also be done incrementally, 
with continuous monitoring. Usually, short term recommendations are specific to 
provide precise guidance for immediate development, while long term 
recommendations are more general and will be specified later based on changes 
of circumstances. Planning is now applied utilizing a comprehensive and 
integrated approach, which, 
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"recognizes that all development sectors and supporting facilities and 
services are interrelated with one another and with the natural environment and 
society of the area" with the national and regional tourism policies are integrated 
into the local plan (Inskeep, 1991 ). 
Planning approaches 
There are many types of planning approaches. Kelly and Becker state the 
several types of planning approaches as: goal-driven, trends-driven, opportunity 
driven, issue-driven, and vision driven. 
Goal driven planning bases the planning process around establishing long 
range goals, which in turn drive the planning process. The goal driven planning 
approach is based on heavy public participation . "Goal driven planning is 
probably the simplest planning approach to understand, but in practice, the most 
difficult process to manage" (Kelly and Becker, 2000). This is because an entire 
community is being asked to come to an agreement on a set of goals. When 
this approach is well managed, there is public participation at every stage of the 
process. 
Trends-driven planning centers on projections of land use, population, tourist 
numbers, etc. This approach does not rely on public participation , and is not an 
ideal approach for a community. It can be useful when combined with other 
planning approaches. This approach can also be used at the onset of the 
process, to demonstrate what will happen in the future without a plan for the 
community. 
The opportunity driven planning approach is centered on analyzing the 
possible opportunities and constraints that a community possesses, rather than 
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merely observing trend data. The planning process is then directed based on 
the opportunities and constraints of the area. Kelly and Becker, 2000, note "that 
a critical step in the process is ascertaining citizen input on the opportunities and 
constraints of the area, thus, defining the framework for the plan" (Kelly and 
Becker, 2000). 
In the issue driven process, the community determines the critical issues which it 
faces, and this in turn guides the planning process. This approach is broadly 
participatory, results oriented, and simple, yet practical. Public participation 
essentially drives the planning process, as the citizens of the community must 
determine the opportunities and constraints of the area. It is very similar to 
strategic planning, which also seeks out specific issues and how to address 
them. 
In vision driven planning, an overall long term vision controls the entire 
process. This is not the same as striving for a set of practical goals, but instead, 
striving for a vision of what the community "could become". Public participation 
is not a major element of this approach. As stated by Kelly and Becker, 2000, 
"the only real citizen participation in the vision driven approach is to ratify or 
reject the vision." 
Several of the later planning approaches are appropriate for Achill Island's 
planning needs. The goal driven process would allow the Achill community a 
series of bench marks on which to evaluate the success of the planning at set 
intervals, 5 years, 10 years etc. The goals could be practical or have more of a 
"vision" approach, with a set of goals to accomplish the community's vision. 
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However, planning according to a vision should be more goal setting, and is not 
a "vision process" as defined above. And, while the community should examine 
its opportunities and constraints, these should not guide the planning process, as 
it places "limits" on what the community can accomplish. The issue driven 
approach is too "short term" for Achill needs, and would only solve immediate 
problems while failing to address Achill's long term needs. 
The World Tourism Organization describes the different tourism planning 
approaches as; continuous and flexible, comprehensive, integrated, 
environmental and sustainable, community- based, implementable, and 
strategic. In the continuous - flexible approach, the plan can be change based 
on new circumstances within the framework for achieving the objectives. Usually, 
there are specific near term goals with more broad future goals, which can later 
be adapted to the circumstances. 
With the comprehensive approach, all aspects of tourism are considered in 
the planning process, including; attraction and activities, marketing, 
accommodation, tourist services and facilities, and other institutional elements. 
The integrated approach incorporates the tourism plan into the overall 
development policies and plan of the area. This approach can, in some 
situations, minimize the importance of the tourism plan. In other circumstances, 
tourism can greatly benefit from the overall development of the area. 
An environmental and sustainable approach plans tourism in an 
environmentally sensitive manner. The overall quality of the area is maintained 
or improved. 
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The community based approach involves maximum public participation. 
Different methods are incorporated to achieve this, including: surveys, focus 
groups, hearings, and charrettes. 
The implementable approach emphasizes realistic goal setting, and 
implementation techniques are considered throughout the planning process. 
Political realities are also heavily considered in this approach. 
Strategic planning focuses on the identification and resolution of immediate 
issues. This approach deals with an urgent problem in the short term. This 
approach can be used effectively within a long term comprehensive approach. 
All of these approaches may be appropriate in some combination for Achill 
Island's planning needs, and often multiple approaches are utilized in the 
planning process to suit local needs. 
The tourism planning process 
"Some basic elements are common to almost all forms of planning which 
include: data gathering, data analysis, policy making, implementation, and 
monitoring" (Kelly and Becker, 2000). In his book, "Planning Theory for 
Practitioners", 2002, Michael Brooks also states all the planning steps used, are 
a variation of some form of the following protocol: 
1. Goals. What do we want to accomplish? 
2. Alternatives. What courses of action are potentially available for 
accomplishing are goals? 
3. Consequences. What consequences, both positive and negative, might 
be expected to result from the major alternatives under consideration? 
4. Choice. In light of the above steps - and given the values that are most 
important to us- which alternative should we pursue? 
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5. Implementation. Having settled on a course of action, how shall we carry it 
out? 
6. Evaluation. To what extent is our chosen course of action achieving the 
goals at which it is aimed? 
Both of the above examples lay out the general steps on which to guide the 
planning process. 
The World Tourism Organization recommends a systematic planning 
process which involves the following steps: 
• Study preparation including writing the terms of reference for the planning 
project. 
• Determination of tourism development objectives. 
• Surveys and evaluation of all the relevant elements. 
• Analysis and synthesis of the survey information . 
• Formulation of the tourism pol icy and plan. 
• Formulation of other recommendations. 
• Implementation and management. 
Very similar steps are also recommended and presented by Edward Inskeep, 
a widely recogn ized expert in sustainable development planning. Inskeep 
recommends the following steps in his book "Tourism Planning : An Integrated 
and Sustainable Development Approach", as the following: 
Study preparation -
This initial step involves laying the foundation for the study and the 
organization of the project. This step would involve determining the individuals, 
government branches, and private organizations that should be involved in the 
planning process. This step also involves the assimilation of important 
information such as maps, and possible funding, and developing a flow chart to 
give direction to the project. 
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Determination of Development Goals and Objectives-
The goals and objectives of the planning process give direction to the 
process and can be measured at the end of the process to assess success. 
These goals and objectives are subject to modifications resulting from feedback 
during the plan formulation and impact evaluation stage. 
lnventorv-
A survey and inventory of the characteristics and the existing situation of the 
development area are critical to developing effective policy. The inventory should 
be extensive and cover areas from tourism resources such as: tourist 
perceptions, tourist accommodation, and Islander fears and desires. Landscape 
resource inventory may include soil type, slope, view sheds, flora and fauna 
areas. Once the development area resources have been inventoried, this 
information can be applied to the analysis and synthesis phase of the process. 
Analysis and Synthesis-
Careful analysis of the inventory is important, as this provides much of the 
basis for the plan formulation , policy formation and recommendations. 
Plan Formulation-
Formulation of the development policy and physical plan are typically based 
on preparation and evaluation of alternative policies and plans. 
Recommendations-
Recommendations are formulated from plan related project elements. 
Implementation-
The plan and related recommendations are implemented utilizing various 
techniques that have been identified in the plan. This may include funding for 
various initiatives, zoning policies, etc. 
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Monitoring-
Continuous monitoring and feedback on the plan's recommendations , with 
necessary adjustments, are important to ensure that the goals and objectives of 
the plan become reality. All of the cited literature on the planning process is 
similar in content. The steps used in Achill 's process, will need to be determined 
by examining appropriate case studies, with application tailored to Achill 's 
specific needs. 
Different processes and steps are proposed for sustainable development 
planning. When and where applicable, the sustainable planning steps may need 
to be combined with traditional planning methods to meet Achill 's needs. For 
example, Fyall and Garrod , 1997 (Of the Southhampton Business School , and 
University of the West of England) believe that applying the concept of 
sustainable development is essentially a four stage process: 
• Defining and establishing the concept of sustainable tourism . 
• Determining the conditions for sustainable tourism to be achieved . 
• Developing a framework for measuring progress towards sustainable 
tourism . 
• Developing a set of techniques to make sustainable tourism operational. 
Although this four stage process makes easy sense of the steps necessary to 
achieve sustainable tourism development, the steps within this process are 
formidable tasks. Fyrall and Garrod 's proposed steps, specifically address 
sustainable tourism, but do not address the need for a broader comprehensive 
plan. The steps could be beneficial within a comprehensive plan with regard to 
the tourism planning within the plan. 
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Community involvement and public participation 
As earlier noted in the literature, a key principle of sustainable tourism and 
development is strong public participation in determining the direction and 
outcome of the planning process. 
"Participation reduces the feeling of anonymity and communicates to the user 
a greater degree of concern on the part of the management of administration" 
(Becker, 1990). 
"There are several purposes of participation; to increase the public's trust and 
confidence in the planning body (which in turn means they may be more willing 
to accept the final outcome of the planning process) to provide the community 
with a direct voice in the planning process (which in theory, leads to better design 
and decision making, and a better end result) to develop greater awareness of 
the community's needs, and a more effective use of the community's resources" 
(Sanoff, 2000). 
In Henry Sanoff's book Community Participation Methods in Design and 
Planning, he shows that participation can essentially be broken down into two 
levels: Pseudoparticipation, and Genuine participation. 
In pseudoparticipation, there are two types: 
Domestication- involves informing, therapy, and manipulation. 
Assistencialism- involves placation and consultation. 
In Genuine participation, there are also two types; 
Cooperation- involves partnership and delegation of power. 
Citizen control- means empowerment. 
In developing methods for genuine participation, a series of questions must be 
asked, including; 
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1. Who are the parties to be involved in the participation? 
2. What is to be done by the participatory groups? 
3. What does the participation hope to accomplish, what goals? 
4. How should interested parties be invited? 
5. When in the planning process is participation needed? 
Determining the answers to the above questions will define the degrees of 
participation to be used in the process, and how the participation should be 
"experienced." Burns, (1979) describes these "experiences" as four categories; 
awareness, perception, decision making, and implementation. 
Awareness involves experiencing the situation, so as everyone is "on the 
same page" regarding the said situation. 
Perception involves going from awareness to a clear understanding of the 
environmental, economic, social and cultural elements involved. There is a 
sharing of information regarding the situation, so this information can then be 
used as a resource in the planning process. 
Decision making involves setting goals and objectives for the situation being 
planned, which in turn can be used to formulate alternative plans. 
"Implementation is a key participation experience", as noted by Sanoff, 2000. 
This is because the public is often rel inquished of its responsibility to the 
planning process, when many pertinent questions still need to be addressed , 
including; when, where, how and whom. 
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One important method for permitting participation is to assign groups of 
various topics to different task forces. This increases the opportunity for 
participation because there are more task forces and committees needing 
individuals (Kelly and Becker, 2000). The focus group can also begin to draft 
goals and policy statements. 
Tools for decision making 
"Different methods for determining alternative decision making within the 
planning process and during the evaluation stage of the planning process to be 
used in sustainable planning include: limits of acceptable change, carrying 
capacity formulas, visitor impact management, visitor experience and resource 
protection, environmental impact assessment and cumulative effects 
assessment" (Wight, 1998). 
The "limits of acceptable change" is the leading model for use in tourism 
planning in anticipating and preventing unacceptable change (Hall and Lew, 
1998). The nine step approach recognizes that change will occur and attempts to 
anticipate change and therefore allow planners the possibility of preventing the 
impacts (Hall and Lew, 1998). 
The nine step approach is: 
• Identify concerns and issues. 
• Define and describe opportunity classes. 
• Select indicators of resource and social conditions. 
• Inventory resource and social conditions. 
• Specify standards for resource and social indicators. 
• Identify alternative opportunity class allocations. 
• Identify management actions for each alternative. 
• Evaluate and select an alternative. 
• Implement actions and monitor conditions. 
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The limits of acceptable change is important because it allows a community 
to determine what changes would not be acceptable to the community and then, 
within the planning process, take the necessary steps to avoid those changes. 
It is also forward - looking, not exploratory, as it provides objective measures 
against which to monitor the tourist impacts, thus allowing remedial action. 
Another decision making tool available to tourism planners, and often used in 
sustainable tourism planning, is the concept of "carrying capacity." 
Carrying capacity is defined as " the maximal population size of a given species 
that an area can support without reducing its ability to support the same species 
in the future" (Daily and Ehrlich 1992). There are various formulas for projecting 
tourism carrying capacity with formulas incorporating variables inherent in man 
made systems (Wight, 1998). But the concept of determining carrying capacity 
is problematic, as there are too many variables involved, and the results are 
often not precise (Wight, 1998). A major problem with carrying capacity 
literature, as note by Wight, is that "impact" and "evaluation" are often confused 
with one another. For example, a certain number of tourists in a particular area, 
may lead to change, but is there any damage as a result of the increased 
numbers? Therefore, the issues often involved in carrying capacity are "value" 
based. Because of this, there is a great deal of subjectivity in dealing with these 
values. 
Visitor impact management involves an eight step process, which seeks to 
reduce or control the impacts that threaten the quality of tourism areas and 
tourist experiences. The VIM (visitor impact management) seeks to address 
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three issues regarding impact management; one, identify unacceptable visitor 
impacts, two, determine factors affecting the severity and occurrence of the 
unacceptable visitor impacts, and three, select possible management strategies 
for dealing with the unacceptable impacts. Evidence exists to support this as an 
effective decision making alternative when sufficient data is present, and 
management activities are appropriately applied. 
The visitor experience and resource protection method is a process which the 
United States National Park Service has been working on to assist park planners 
in determining carrying capacity numbers. This process is unique, because it is 
concerned with prescribing desired social and ecological condition, which in turn, 
determine the number of visitors and type of use an area receives. With this 
method, management goals must equate into measurable objectives by utilizing 
standards and indicators. 
The environmental impact assessment has been in use for a number of 
years. It is used to amend projects in an environmental manner, by identifying 
ways to mitigate, minimize, or compensate for negative impacts. 
With cumulative effects assessment, impacts represent the total sum of 
ecological changes created by man (Wight, 1998). The CEA (cumulative effects 
assessment) is particularly applicable to tourism, in that it can assess one 
project, or may be applied to a number of smaller projects to determine the 
combined effect. 
A major downfall of all the current decision making tools in use today is the 
focus on assessing negative impacts, rather than looking at the possible ways a 
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project may promote sustainability or improve the cultural integrity of the area. 
Other methods for decision making need to be created in order to be effective 
during and after the planning process. 
In conclusion, there are various planning approaches, planning steps, public 
participation methods, and decision making techniques which can meet Achill 
Island's planning needs. Which methods are most appropriate need to be 
determined for Achill's plan to be successful. The success of the plan for Achill 
Island will be determined by the careful orchestration of components of many 
methods. 
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CHAPTER 5. Related case studies 
Four site studies were chosen for discussion of applicability towards Achill 
Island's plan. Each was chosen based on the criteria that they fall into one or 
more categories: 
• The planning project involved Island tourism and Island communities. 
• The planning approach utilized and integrated sustainable planning 
principles to guide the planning process. 
• The planning approach defined, designed and implemented "unique 
methods," of sustainable principles, which may also be of particular use in 
other planning models. 
• The planning area is geographically similar to Achill Island, Ireland, i.e. 
weather, demographics etc. 
• The planning approach utilized a holistic planning approach to use as a 
vehicle for tourism planning. 
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Aran Islands tourism planning 
The location of the three Aran Islands is off the west coast of Ireland . Each 
experienced a high influx of tourism without preplanning. 
The Aran Islands are similar to Achill, in that both contain Irish heritage and 
culture, and have similar weather patterns, with rainy weather limiting tourist 
activity and numbers. Both contain the element of spoken Irish language on the 
Islands and also have the problem of how the language interacts with the 
tourists. 
For the planning process, a key element of the process was to identify some 
strategies for a more effective and efficient management of tourism so that it 
would be more compatible with the language, cultural and "general aspirations of 
the Island communities" (Keane, Brophy, Cuddy, 1992). 
The key elements of the planning process for the Aran Islands were: 
• A study of economic and social impacts of tourism on the Islands, to 
describe the current situation. 
• Identify difficulties associated with how tourism is organized, particularly 
from the Islander's perspective. 
• Make suggestions for more effective and efficient management of tourism 
on the islands (Keane, Brophy, Cuddy, 1992). 
The planning process for the Island did consider some basic models of planning 
to guide the process, but noted the need for flexibility. 
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"The overall approach was to adopt a strategic planning framework but to 
balance the programmatic rationality that may be implicit in this framework with 
some interactive types of procedures that are also useful in social problem 
solving" (Keane, Brophy, Cuddy, 1992). 
The Aran Island plan is not within a comprehensive plan, but does propose 
some unique solutions to the current problem. The most notable is the proposal 
for a tourism group, since there is not such an organization present on the 
Island. The tourism group would aid in the coordination of tourism planning, 
services, and problem solving. 
One of the key responsibilities would be the role of a booking agency, which 
would be responsible for distribution of tourists looking for accommodations. This 
would aid in spreading some of the benefits of tourism. The booking agency 
would be staffed by islanders and allow them a more dominant role in the 
tourism chain. The agency would be responsible for accommodation inquiries, 
reservations, information about prices and general information about the Islands. 
"This proposal would also take control of this element (booking) out of the hands 
of the ferry companies, which causes major resentment on the part of the 
islanders" (Keane, Brophy, Cuddy, 1992). 
There is clearly a need for the proposed tourism group to better coordinate 
the ferry companies, as they clearly dictate the shape of tourism on the Islands, 
through scheduling and the amount of people they bring to the Islands. (Keane, 
Brophy, Cuddy, 1992). 
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Tourism planning approach of Malta 
The Republic of Malta is located in the Mediterrean Sea, South of Sicily, and 
comprises the Islands of Gozo, Comino and Malta. Most of the Republic's 
population of 350,000 live, on the Island of Malta. For tourism, Malta offers a 
long history with interesting archeological sites, traditional village living and 
lifestyle, is located close to Europe's major tourism market, and has a nice mild 
Mediterranean climate. Most of Malta's accommodation is small scale with many 
self-catering units. (E. Inskeep, extract from sustainable Tourism, 1997). 
In the late 1980's, key tourism development issues were identified as: 
• The need to increase employment through tourism 
• Improve the quality of tourism 
• Attract higher spending tourists 
• Reduce the impact of high seasonality by attracting tourists during the 
shoulder and off-peak periods 
Malta's planning approach is very comprehensive, with the tourism plan 
incorporated into the overall development plan of the Island. A detailed 
environmental analysis was conducted, which is "especially important because of 
Malta's small size and limited remaining resources" (E. Inskeep, extract from 
sustainable Tourism, 1997). 
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The environmental analysis inventories environmentally sensitive areas, which 
should be protected as the following: 
• Agricultural lands of high quality which should be left undeveloped and be 
protected for agricultural purposes only 
• Ecological lands that possess important flora and fauna species and or 
habitat 
• Geological areas with important gee-features 
• Areas with underground aquifers 
Tourist attractions on Malta were categorized into the following: 
• Places and sites of historical and archeological significance 
• Traditional village cores and clusters with architectural character and 
lifestyles 
• Major panoramic views 
• Beach areas 
• All tourist attractions 
• Transportation routes 
• All tourist accommodations 
A market analysis was conducted and market segments were established 
based on the development objectives and evaluation of tourist attractions. 
Other aspects which were investigated and considered part of the plan included; 
all tourist accommodations, a market analysis from which market targets were 
established based on the plan objectives, evaluation of tourist attractions and 
recommendations. 
Institutional elements of tourism were investigated and included in the plan, 
such as organizational approaches and structures, investment incentives, 
legislative aspects, and manpower planning. Economic and socio-cultural 
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impacts were evaluated and recommendations made. (E.lnskeep, extract from 
sustainable Tourism, 1997). 
A key element of Malta's plan was that the Island was divided into planning 
zones. This was done so that specific analysis, recommendations and policies 
could be more specific and applicable to problems and opportunities within each 
zone. 
Curry County,Oregon: sustainable tourism project 
Curry County, Oregon is bordered by California to the south, the Pacific 
Ocean to the west, and Coos County to the North and Siskiyou Mountains to the 
east. Most of it 22 ,000 residents survive on tourism, logging and commercial 
fishing. The most obvious natural feature of Curry County is its strikingly rugged 
and scenic coastline. Most of this coast is rural. (France, 1999). 
The plan to enhance the county's tourism was to counter rising 
unemployment because of mill closures and continued fishing restrictions. 
A private consulting and planning firm (Egret Communications) was used to 
facilitate the planning process. Egret Communications decided to use the term 
"sustainable nature-based tourism" in defining the project and therefore bring a 
sensitive approach to local communities, culture and environment. 
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Sustainability was designed into the project via the following methods; 
• Designing and implementing a self sustaining, local, revenue-return 
system. 
• Assessing local social values through interviews and surveys to avoid 
unacceptable impacts. 
• Assessing indicators of environmental and social change, using the 
"Limits of Acceptable Change" method to predict and avoid unacceptable 
impacts. 
Unacceptable impacts were defined as impacts that: would threaten the 
sustainability of the nature based tourism, would lead locals to resentment of the 
tourists and visitors would lead to deterioration of the scenery, local species, and 
social conditions for future generations. 
Sustainability was not only considered in terms of the environment, but also 
built into the county economy. This was pursued by diversification of the county 
economy, so that there would not be an over dependence on one sector of the 
economy. "The thought was that a county economy which is more resilient to 
down turns in the economy is therefore more sustainable" (France, 1999). 
A series of social assessment surveys and interviews were conducted to 
assess the situation of both resident and tourist attitudes. Examples of the 
important topics in the surveys were; overcrowding, major attractions to the area, 
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concerns regarding the planning process, major benefits of tourism, and fears of 
expanding tourism. 
The revenue return system was designed to recover revenues from visitors 
and channel these revenues to accomplish business and resource management 
needs. This was accomplished through the following methods; the creation of an 
accommodation tax (6%) for rooms allocated entirely back to the county for use 
in tourism marketing, resource management, and tourism product creation and 
improvement. 
Another tax which is proposed (tax amount not as yet determined) is to be 
assessed on all tour operators, artists products and transportation operators. A 
tax has also been proposed for all new residential construction. This is because 
of the impact the new housing has on the landscape and scenery which in turn 
has adverse impacts on the tourism. This source of funding would help mitigate 
impacts from this type of construction. (France, 1999). 
A marketing plan was developed for Curry County which is outlined as the 
following: 
1. Establish a group of focused patrons to make best use of advertising 
resources. 
2. Establish an image through brochures and photos that highlight unique 
attractions- scenic, coastlines, mountains. 
3. Using marketing to link existing and new tourism products to expand the 
tourism season. 
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4. Developing marketing that appropriately matches the type of visitor to the 
products associated with this project. 
5. Developing marketing that meets the unique goals of the new products 
associated with the project. 
6. Developing marketing that reflects both the short term goals (starting the 
flow of visitors) and long term goals (building partnerships to attract repeat 
visitors and link products). 
7. Using several diverse businesses to crack the market was thought to be 
more effective than using a single entry. (France, 1999). 
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CHAPTER 6. Findings and discussion 
Analysis of each case study is necessary in order to develop a criteria with 
which to guide and apply to Achill Island's plan. This analysis focuses on the 
components of sustainability (environmental, socio-cultural and economic) and 
the element of the tourism plan being integrated into a comprehensive 
development plan. 
To analyze the case studies, the following evaluation criteria are considered: 
• Preserves I enhances eco-sensitive areas. 
• Protection of natural scenery, coastlines, beaches and views. 
• Preservation of natural resources through inventory, protection and 
monitoring. 
• Integration of tourism plan into overall development plan. 
• Protection and enhancement of socio-cultural elements. 
• Emphasis on spreading benefits of tourism among community. 
• Community driven planning process. 
• A market plan for encouraging tourism. 
• Surveys tourist product/ tourist opinions and perceptions 
• Surveys local resident's perceptions, concerns, and priorities. 
• Plan is regularly evaluated and flexible to adaptation. 
• Plan is on-going with short term and long term goals. 
• Feasibility analysis in place to acquire funding for achieving plan 
objectives. 
• Emphasis on small scale-local ownership of tourism enterprises. 
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• Preserves and develops potential of historical sites. 
• Definition of sustainability as a key element of plan. 
• Plan strives to sustain and/or increase local population. 
• Uses decision making models such as LAC (limits of acceptable change) 
to determine alternatives. 
• Considers social carrying capacity in planning phase. 
• Seeks to improve tourist facilities and infrastructure. 
• Seeks to maintain and encourage vernacular architecture. 
• Seeks to lengthen the tourist season, thus increasing tourist numbers. 
• Community has absolute power over tourism and development. 
• Tourist accommodation is inventoried and evaluated. 
Table 1.1 on page 63, shows the case studies and which elements were 
included in each planning process and comprehensive plan. 
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Evaluation criteria 
TOTAL: 
lnishMor Malta 
Island 
x x 
9 16 
Curry 
County 
14 
Table 1.1 Evaluation of case studies 
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Discussion of case studies 
Each of the case studies offers an essential concept for Achill's plan. 
Malta's plan is an exemplary example of comprehensive planning and 
environmental inventory. For Achill, a comprehensive development plan is 
necessary for coordinating the entire Island's planning along with tourism. 
Comprehensive planning would identify general areas for suitable development 
and provide criteria for protection of scenic sites. Inventory of the environmental 
elements and landscape features along with close monitoring enables the 
community to determine limits and determine adverse impacts from 
development. 
On the Aran Islands, lnismore's plan is an exemplary model for a planning 
process which focuses on community participation and control over the process. 
Creating a planning forum and then, through a series of public meetings, the 
Island detemined its solutions and strategies. The concept of forming a "planning 
forum" and a coordinated meeting process is also appropriate for Achill's 
process. This, because Achill has 18 different villages spread throughout the 
Island, each having a high stake in the Island's future tourism. 
lnishmore also attempted to distribute tourism benefits via the inclusion of a 
central office which took in calls for accommodation and then distributed the 
tourists among available accommodation. Although the exact procedures for 
distribution are not known for this study, the idea is interesting, as it strives for 
fairness in distribution regardless of accommodation size or revenue spent on 
advertising. 
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The Malta plan places heavy emphasis on environmental monitoring and 
inventory. Malta's plan is also a good example of a developed tourist 
destination that needs to attract more tourists for economic reasons while 
protecting the environment. This is similar to Achill lslands's need to preserve 
the landscape, which is the "allure" to the area while enhancing the economy. 
Malta's plan also utilizes the planning principle of dividing the island into tourism 
zones. This principle allows for easier manageability and specific objectives and 
strategies to deal with opportunities and limitations unique to each zone. Malta's 
tourism plan was incorporated into the overall development plan. 
"Planning should be prepared within a time framework and must apply a 
flexible, comprehensive, integrated, environmental and sustainable, community-
based and implemental approach" (WTO, 1998). 
This insures better integration of the tourism into the development patterns of 
the Island. It is important to note that Malta's plan encouraged the residents to 
be patient but persistent in achieving its objectives. The most glaring omission of 
Malta's plan, when compared to that of basic planning principles, is the principle 
of local - community based participation throughout the planning process. 
"Tourism development must be compatible with other activities in the area 
and be supported by the local population. Therefore, the tourism plan should be 
closely coordinated with other local and regional planning efforts, if not an 
integral part of them" ( Stynes and O'Halloran, 1987). 
Malta Island's planning process was largely carried out by the government as 
was the development plan. 
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Curry County's plan demonstrates creativeness in its design of revenue 
recovery from tourists. This concept is applicable to Achill, in that a few tour 
operators drive through the Island showing the Island's scenery to the onboard 
tourist, but very little revenue is placed in the hands of Islanders. Another 
example is that bus loads of tourists are taken along the Atlantic drive's fantastic 
scenery, and through the villages of Shraheens, Derreens, Cloughmore, 
Ashleam and Dooega, .. ... only to be dropped off in the villages of Keel and 
Dooagh where they spend the night and their money. A tax placed on tourist 
accommodation and tour operators would provide revenue which could then be 
dispersed evenly among accommodation providers, or the revenue could be 
used for Island based projects. 
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Though you are in your shining days, 
Voices among the crowd 
And new friends busy with your praise, 
Be not unkind or proud, 
But think about old friends the most: 
Time's bitter flood will rise, 
Your beautyperish and be lost 
... .. .. .. . WB. Yeats 
Observational findings 
At present, the island is experiencing problems which threaten the future of 
the community and the Island's resources. The problems have been identified 
through my personal observations, information ascertained from literature and 
informal discussion with residents. The following observations are taken from 
trips to Achill island in the years 1998, 2000, 2001 , twice in 2004, and once in 
2005. While these observations are not actual data collected in a quantitative 
way, I do feel that they have a place in the framework for the planning model I 
am proposing for Achill . These experiences are unique in that they represent the 
"outsiders" perspective. The following are this author's observations: 
A decreasing population 
"The Island's population has been decreasing annually for the last hundred 
years" (McDonald, 1993). There are few houses or jobs to encourage young 
islanders to remain on the inland and raise their families. The steady decrease 
in population places the future of the island's history, culture, and language in 
serious jeopardy. One of the impacts of a decreasing population on the island is 
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the sporadic construction and conversion of existing homes into holiday homes 
by non-islanders which dot the landscape of the island. 
Holiday Homes: 
On Achill Island, the architectural character of holiday homes on Achill does 
not match that of the vernacular cottage architecture (see figure 1.9a and 1.9b) 
which has evolved over centuries and is quickly disappearing. Many of these 
holiday homes are interrupting the scenic views, and are built by non-islanders. 
The self catering homes are placed in clusters, with a common architectural style 
and floor plan (see figures 1.9c and 1.9d). My first view of Achill Island was in 
1996. I saw scattered cottages snuggling the landscape, with the ocean and 
majestic mountains as a backdrop. In 2004, I saw a row of what appeared to be 
townhouses packed in clumps along the banks and in the hills. 
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Non-vernacular architecture (figure 1.9) 
Holiday homes (figure 2.0a) 
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Holiday homes (figure 2.0b) 
Holiday homes (figure 2.0c) 
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A decreasing population means a steady decline on the island of Irish 
speakers and the spoken use of the Irish language, which may lessen the 
cultural interest in traveling to this area. 
The Irish Language: 
"Rich in its complexity, soulful in its expression and resonantly inspirational, the Irish 
language, too often perceived as a burden, is as important to our identity as the very 
land upon which it is spoken. Life without it would seem empty and unfulfilled - with it 
we nurture our sense of place. Too often we hear the cries of regret in advanced years, 
as if a part of us is missing, and, to remedy this, our challenge is to pass it on to the next 
generation and to encourage them to do likewise, the Irish language, battered as it may 
be, is far too strong to just simply go away" ..... . .. .. Fiachna O' Braonain. 
An important proposal of this paper is to incorporate language planning into 
the integrated sustainable planning for the Island. It is difficult to assess the 
extent to which a language can add to the tourist product and therefore enhance 
the specific location as a tourist destination. However, sufficient evidence can 
be found that language does help in creating a "sense of place" and therefore 
may indirectly add to the tourist product. 
'There is little doubt that socio-cultural factors are an important attraction for 
tourists" (Shaw and Williams, 1994). 
The role and importance of the Irish language within Irish tourism can be 
seen in the government agency GaelSaoire. GaelSaoire, which means gaelic 
holiday in the Irish language, is the promotional initiative of cultural tourism by 
Udaras na Gaeltachta, the Irish government's agency responsible for promoting 
the language. 
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The agency's objective is : 
"to promote and brand the gaeltacht destinations as very different holiday 
destinations, because of the Irish Language, spoken as a community language, 
and because of the overall distinct culture and ethos of the gaeltacht". 
(GaelSaoire, website, 1999). 
Anne Lucey, through The Irish Times, reported on December 31, 2001, that 
The Department for Arts, Heritage, the Gaeltacht, and the Islands (an agency of 
the Irish State Government) was considering listing the now abandoned Great 
Blasket Island off the coast of Kerry, as a "World Heritage Site". One of the 
recommendations being presented as a part of the "visitor experience" is that all 
persons involved in visitor contact; boatman, hostel employees, cafe workers etc, 
will be fluent in the Irish language. 
Upper Achill lies within the gaeltacht, with the greatest number of Irish 
speaking people in Salia, Derreens,Dooega, Cloughmore and Bunacurry. The 
demise of the Irish language in lower Achill is attributed to outside economic and 
social changes brought about by relative prosperity attained through the tourist 
industry (McDonald, 1997). However, lower Achill, excluded from the gaeltacht, 
"has in recent times made strong representation for inclusion" (McDonald, 1997). 
However, the difficulties which the language faces on Achill Island is 
highlighted in the recent article in the Irish newspaper "Western People" (see 
appendix p.115, Speak Irish or lose your grant aid.By Marian Harrison) 
The following facts, gathered from various observation periods, help to outline 
the current use of Irish and its use on the Island: 
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The following is a summary of the Irish language on Achill Island. To fully 
implement effective and creative policies which will eventually spread more Irish 
speaking families throughout the Island, a precise and accurate inventory of the 
situation will need to be ascertained . 
• Of the (22) possible accommodations, only (6) are listed as possessing 
the capability of speaking Irish to a visitor that may also speak Irish. 
• Six of the (22) accommodations also spell their personal full name in Irish. 
• Only two of the (22) listed accommodations spell the name of their 
accommodation using the Irish language. 
• Schools: there are two all Irish primary (elementary) schools present on 
the Island which teach through the medium of Irish, located in Salia, and 
Bunacurry. 
• There is also a naionra (Irish speaking pre-school) located in Cashel. As 
of October 2000, there was a waiting list to get into this school. 
• An Irish language summer camp is located in Dubh Eige. This camp is for 
children ages 10-17, and involves outdoor activities a week to two week 
duration combined with intensive classroom instruction in Irish. 
• Currently, Irish language classes are available to adults on a weekly basis 
throughout the year. 
• There has also been the development of the Acla pin , which is a purple 
Achill Island, with a gold backdrop of the sun. Irish speakers on the Island 
wear the pin to signify that they welcome the use of the spoken language 
by other speakers. 
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Currently, the fact that Achill is indeed an Irish speaking area is not evident to 
any visitor. Signage and some interaction in Irish between visitors and locals 
would help establish Achill as a unique place and destination. Spoken Irish and 
Irish speakers are decreasing every year on the Island. However, I found there 
are more Irish speakers here than originally thought. During my initial four trips, I 
had not heard Irish spoken in any shops, pubs, or restaurants. Many locals told 
me that their Irish was very poor and that they didn't speak much of it anymore. 
On my last trip to Achill , as people became more comfortable, they opened up to 
me about how much Irish they did have. I began to speak Irish with people, and 
found that many of the locals have far more competence in spoken Irish than I 
previously had thought. My interaction through Irish with the local residents also 
leads this author to believe that Irish is a very "private language" on the Island. 
By this, I mean that Irish will only be heard if you speak it to people. When the 
residents assume that you do not have Irish, they speak English with the visitor, 
and among themselves, so not to exclude you from the conversation. The 
Islands have therefore formed networks with other Irish speakers and only use it 
in each other's presence. 
There is a lack of signage in Irish on road , tourist boards, name locations, 
and businesses. More signage in Irish would aid in creating a sense of place. 
Currently, the fact that Achill is indeed an Irish speaking area is not evident to 
any visitor. Signage and some interaction in Irish between visitors and locals 
would help establish Achill as a unique place and destination. The largest and 
newest hotel 'Ostan Oilean Acla', owned by Una Bean Mhic Lochlainn, makes 
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good use of Irish language signage in such areas as the menus, restrooms, 
welcoming signs, and other directions within the hotel. 
Tourists often delight in use of the spoken Irish language. For example, 
Seosamh O'Dalaigh's School of painting, the author was greeted with a "Dia 
Dhuit, failte romhat, tar isteach", ....... . (Hello, welcome, come inside). 
The builder of my home also confided that he computes in Irish, and then 
translates it into English as he measures my home. This was told to me after we 
had known each other a year, and he had made no reference to the Irish 
language before this time. 
Insufficient spread of tourism benefits 
Tourism on the island currently only benefits some of the villages. The 
villages of Dugort, Keel, and Dooagh receive a greater percentage of tourism 
than the other villages, as evidenced in table 1.2 which shows the distribution of 
tourist accommodations among villages on Achill Island. A comprehensive plan 
could encourage the spread of economic benefits among all of the villages. 
Villages 
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Self - Camping/ 
B&B Catering Hotels Guest Youth-Hostels Total 
houses 
Table 1.2 Distribution of accommodation on Achill Island. 
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Map showing areas with a concentration of tourism (figure 2.1) 
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Loss of economic benefits 
Two obvious examples of lost economic benefits exist on Achill Island. One 
is tour operators which come onto the Island, giving their customers a tour of 
Achill 's scenery, only to leave in the evening to take their customers to a nearby 
town off the island to spend the night. In this situation, the tour operator has 
made use of the Island's scenery and landscape, but has left little behind in 
terms of economic input. The second example is the ownership of self-catering 
holiday homes by non-residents. Non-residents can purchase or build these 
second homes because they have the financial backing in terms of loans, down 
payments etc. , where as most Islanders do not have the financial means to 
purchase these homes. The rent is then passed on from hundreds of these 
homes throughout the summer to non-residents. All this results in a substantial 
amount of income generated on the Island from tourism with very little of it spent 
or retained on the Island. 
Decreasing tourist numbers 
Tourism is slowly decreasing on the Island. This is partially due to low air 
fares to more "sunny" destinations, which many Irish tourists desire. Also, the 
time of the year in which Achill receives fair weather is short (usually April-
September). Both of these situations results in insufficient revenue to support a 
comfortable income for most residents. 
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Dividing up commonage areas 
"Commonage is an example of a common pool resource in Ireland. It refers 
to land on which two or more farmers have grazing rights i.e. pasture rights held 
in common and has been described as a traditional form of land holding akin to a 
separate form of tenure (Lyall , 2000) . Commonage is a product of agrarian 
reform , its evolution as a feature of the West of Ireland's landscape and society 
is rooted in earlier systems of land tenure , where collective agriculture and the 
utilisation of common resources was common practice. Historically, commonage 
has been managed for livestock production , crops and hunting although today it 
is almost always grazed" (Department of Economics, Ollscoil na hEireann, 
2004). 
Although these areas are not owned by any one individual , some of the 
Islanders have been staking out (via fences) portions of the commonage. These 
individuals have secured portions of the commonage in hopes of some day 
selling the property as sites for construction . The Islanders which are doing this 
are claiming their "ownership" of the commonage based on the percentage of the 
property they have in real ownership. As a result , beautiful areas of coastlines 
and mountains are fenced . This practice severely limits residents and tourists 
access to areas of interest and beauty. 
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CHAPTER 7: Framework for Achill Island's development plan 
The proposed planning process is shown in a flow chart as seen in figure 1.3. 
The process is designed from various aspects of planning principles, sustainable 
principles, land use suitability, limits of acceptable change, and 
elements of the case study examples. The flow chart also demonstrates a 
logical and manageable progression for Achill Island to proceed with as a 
planning process. 
Basic guidelines must first be determined to answer the questions of how 
Achill's plan should be approached and to provide a starting point for the plan 
development. Overall guidelines can be extrapolated from the literature review in 
chapter three, regarding planning process approaches and sustainable tourism 
development principles. Basic guidelines for Achill's plan can also be 
ascertained from the selected case studies in chapter five. The following are the 
basic guidelines for the planning process: 
Overall guidelines for Achill's plan 
• The development plan for Achill must include the integration of the 
tourism plan. 
• Achill 's plan shall place the local residents as its first priority over tourism 
enhancement. This includes determining the perception and attitudes of 
the Islanders towards tourism and the Islander's priorities with regard to 
Island development. This information should then be utilized to direct the 
plan's goals and objectives. 
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• Achill's plan shall be designed to look at both short term goals (1-5 years) 
and long term goals (10-15 years). 
• The planning process shall be viewed as interactive and on-going. 
• Achill's plan shall be subject to modification and refinement at any stage 
of the planning process. 
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Initial planning meeting 
The process, as with all processes, needs a starting point. This start should 
take form as an initial planning meeting in which all residents , selected 
professionals, Mayo county government officials , and a hired consulting planner 
would be invited to begin the planning process. The initial planning meeting is a 
generally accepted starting point for setting the process in motion . 
Planning framework 
At this initial meeting, the planning framework is established . Topics which 
need to be discussed and decided include: goals and objectives of the planning 
process, organization of the planning process, time frame for the process, and 
the direction of the planning process. This component is extrapolated from the 
chapter on Literature review, where planning process steps were examined . 
Defining sustainable development 
Within the planning framework, a workable definition of sustainable 
development will need to be determined, which is applicable to Achill Island's 
situation . This is extrapolated from the case study of Curry County, Oregon 
sustainable tourism project, in which sustainability was defined from the onset of 
the project to give direction and determine goals for the end result. Most 
importantly, defining sustainability from the onset of the planning process places 
the planning process and its end result in a sensitive approach context. 
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Planning forum 
Creation of a planning forum is a key proposal of the planning framework for 
Achill. The planning forum is designed to include all villages on Achill Island, 
regardless of population, and generated tourism revenue. By including all 
villages in the planning process, action can be planned to encourage economic 
growth of the villages which are in slow decline, and ensure a spread of benefits 
to all communities, thus addressing the decreasing population and emigration 
and bolster cultural integrity, such as the Irish language. 
An additional element within the planning forum proposal is that the planning 
process shall be divided into four management components. The author 
proposes to include the following components as: landscape/environment 
management, community development, tourism management, and language and 
cultural management. Separating the process into these components provides 
additional direction to the process, and make the process more manageable. 
The make up of the planning forum would consist of two individuals from each 
village for each management component. For example, the village of Derreens 
would have a total of eight delegates in the planning process. There are 
seventeen villages in the Island, and therefore, 136 delegates would make up 
the planning forum. The planning forum would be involved in all aspects of the 
planning process, from inventory of resources, policy formation , to 
implementation and monitoring. 
Creation of the planning forum is an important component of sustainable 
development. As stated in several sources in the literature review and case 
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studies, community driven planning is a key element within the concept of 
sustainable development. 
Inventory of resources 
Proper inventory of natural and cultural resources which Achill now 
possesses is important in determining the opportunities and limitations which will 
later guide policy formation. Case studies of Curry County Oregon and Malta 
Island provide excellent examples where inventory of resources is important in 
sustaining the assets which provide the income and lure tourists to the area. 
The inventory analysis design in this thesis was taken from the technique used in 
Regional Field Office, Department of Landscape Architecture, Graduate School 
of Design, Harvard University. Land Resource Analysis. Eaton Township, Eaton 
New Hampshire. 1973, and from the source of: Environmental Planning Group. 
Comprehensive Master Plan Report for Eaton Township, Eaton, New Hampsire. 
Cambridge Massachusetts. 1973. 
Inventory should take place with in each proposed management unit: Tourism, 
language/cultural , landscape/environment, and community development. 
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Aspects which need to be inventoried within each management unit would 
include the following: 
Landscape/environment 
• Inventory of natural systems: soils, slope, drainage, bedrock 
• Inventory of ecologically sensitive areas 
• Inventory of all flora and fauna species 
• Inventory rare species and unique habitats 
• Inventory of commonage and coastal areas 
• Inventory of scenic areas and panoramic views 
Community development 
• Inventory funding sources for job promotion opportunities 
• Inventory funding sources for youth programs 
• Survey residents on community issues 
Tourism management 
• Inventory tourist accommodation 
• Survey current tourist satisfaction 
• Inventory available tourist attractions 
• Survey target tourists 
• Inventory tourist room, meal and activity expenditures 
• Survey weekly tourist numbers 
• Survey tourist's perceptions and attitudes towards the culture on Achill 
Island 
Language/cultural management 
• Inventory Irish language speakers 
• Survey tourist's perceptions and attitudes toward the culture on Achill 
Island 
• Inventory and survey cultural events and activities 
• Historical areas: buildings, sites 
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Land use suitability analysis 
This component of Achill's plan seeks to determine the most appropriate 
areas suitable for development, and in turn, determine areas which should be 
protected from development. This method takes the information obtained during 
the inventory phase and determines "appropriate" areas for development within 
the range of high, medium and low appropriateness. This is accomplished by 
taking the inventory information and generating various map overlays, which 
reveal the areas of most appropriate development. The map overlays are 
composites, and vary depending on the information being sought. For example, if 
Achill Island would like to determine appropriate areas for ecological 
preservation, inventory maps of flora and fauna, land-use, soils, vegetative 
types, and physiography, would be over-layed. Criteria would then need to be 
determined to locate the most appropriate areas of Achill for ecological 
preparation. For example, the criteria may be areas with the following 
characteristics; rare flora and fauna areas, areas of commonage, areas of rush-
goarse shrub vegetative types and slopes less than 30%. The composite of th is 
overlay would reveal the areas most appropriate for ecological preservation. 
A grid overlay of five acre squares is an appropriate scale for the map 
overlays, as the landholdings on Achill often are divided into five or less acres. 
This would divide Achill into manageable units, and within each of these units, 
the suitability analysis below can be applied. 
A scale for deciding areas appropriate for development would then be 
determined by totaling the scores of each 5 acre section. The most suitable 
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sections would have the highest score and low scores would indicate areas 
suitable for low impact development or areas that should be protected from 
development. 
Criteria for the land use analysis 
Each category for the land-use suitability was selected based on the 
sustainability principles, and ascertained from visits to Achill Island, observations 
on the Achill Island, and discussions with islanders. However, these categories 
need to be discussed and approved by the residents of Achill Island. 
The selected categories are the following: 
Landscape/environment category 
Unique flora and fauna habitats 
This category can not be determined by composite overlays such as soils, 
vegetative types and surface drainage. These areas are unique in ecological 
characteristics and need to be determined on site by qualified biologists and 
botanists. 
Physiography: topography/elevation/ slope 
This information is necessary to determine appropriate areas for 
development, infrastructure and preservation. Topography and elevations would 
be placed together on one map with a separate map for slope. The topography 
would be inventoried at 100' contour intervals and major high and low points of 
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elevation would be inventoried . Slope would be inventoried at greater than 35%, 
25-35%, 15-25%, 10-15% and 0-10%. 
Surface drainage 
There are several freshwater lakes and streams on the Island which have 
healthy reproductive fisheries . Development within close proximity would not only 
threaten the fishery, but also impact the fishing tourism. 
The surface drainage to be inventoried includes: primary, secondary and 
intermittent streams, lakes and ponds, major and minor watersheds. 
Bedrock geology 
"The bedrock geology of Achill is pre-Cambrian in origin and formed over 
seven hundred million years ago, and consists of schist, mica-schist, semetic 
schist, gneiss and quartzite, with pockets of granite, limestone, and feldspar" 
(McDonald , 1997). The importance of geology, with regard to development 
suitability, is distance to bedrock. This can add significant costs to construction 
and also significantly affect surface and sub-surface runoff. This inventory would 
consist of measuring distance from surface to bedrock as: 0-5', 5-10' and 
greater than 1 O'. 
Vegetative types 
Vegetative cover varies on the Island, with most of the vegetative cover 
being that of rush and goarse growth over pasture land. There are few woodland 
areas, but the few woodland areas are in the most sea-protected areas of the 
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Island. Vegetative types to be inventoried are: grassland, rush, rush-shrub, and 
tree areas. 
Soil types 
Soils suitability on Achill Island can easily described as those soils which are 
too saturated for construction, and those soils which are not saturated . Bog 
covers 2/3 of Achill, with the remaining land mass being steep slopes on the 
sides of Achill's mountains. 
Homes on Achill are often constructed on areas with saturated soils, as this is 
often necessarily a common practice due to the excessive amount of saturated 
soils. In areas where there is standing water, construction cannot take place 
because of the unstable soils and obvious damage to ground water re-charge 
systems. Areas with high peat concentrations are used by Islanders for heating 
houses. The peat is cut from the bogs, dried , and burned during cold periods. 
Soil types to be inventoried include: cultivated acid peat, Iron-pan podzol , and 
gley soils. 
Farming/ pasture land 
Prime farm land needs to be preserved on the Island, as much of the Island 
consists of bog and steep- rocky land. Land with high pasture quality would be 
regarded as prime farm land. Areas to be inventoried are: Prime pasture land, no 
rush growth, pasture land with 25% rush growth, pasture land with 50% rush 
growth, and pasture land with greater than 50% rush growth. 
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Recreational areas: beaches etc. 
This section is not intended to determine areas which could become 
recreational areas, but rather areas which are currently recreational areas. This 
is because the Island has been inhabited by humans for nearly 5,000 years, and 
by now, the areas preferred by people in which to recreate have already been 
determined. These areas include beach areas, commonly used hill walking 
areas, shoreline walks, and lakes which are used for windsurfing. Areas to be 
inventoried are: Beach areas, hiking trails, primary sea shore fishing areas, rock 
climbing areas, horse riding trials, and any unique areas for recreational activity 
such as windsurfing. 
Commonage 
This category would inventory all land which is in common holdings by the 
people of Achill . This land is, in a sense, "public land" and has potential for 
ecological preservation, recreation, and viewshed preservation, without 
expensive purchasing. 
View sheds/ scenery 
This category considers ocean views which are unobstructed and within close 
proximity to roads, and are accessible to the general public. Also in this category 
would be shoreline which can be seen due to high elevation. There are three to 
four of these on the Island . Development is damaging to these view sheds when 
new construction takes place and destroys an otherwise pristine viewpoint. 
These areas would include the lakes, streams, and beach areas of Achill Island. 
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Areas of low attractiveness may be those which are inner Island with no view 
of the sea, mountains, or hillside. Other areas within this category would include 
villages where a heavy concentration of development already exists. 
Community development category 
Population distribution 
This inventory consists of the location, concentration, and distribution of the 
island's population. This information will be used to determine where Irish 
speaking schools need to be located, where benefits from tourism need to be 
allocated, and where future development will likely be concentrated. 
Aspects to be inventoried include; populations of greater than 300 persons, 250-
300, 200-300, 150- 200, 100-150, 50-100, less than 50. Children and elderly 
distribution would also be inventoried separately, as the following: greater than 
100 individuals, 75-100, 50-75,25-50, and less than 25 individuals. 
Road distribution 
Road distribution is useful in determining where new development is 
appropriate, where funding should be allocated, and where new infrastructure 
should be developed. Roads to be inventoried include: primary roads, 
secondary roads, and lane-ways (one car wide roads in the countryside of 
Ireland). 
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Residential housing distribution 
This information is useful in determining where new development may take 
place, and where protection is needed from further development. 
Information to be inventoried includes: 100 + homes, 50-100 homes, 0-50 
homes. 
Industrial- commercial distribution 
This information is useful in determining where further commercial and 
industrial development may take place. Information to be inventoried includes: 
1 O+ units, 5-10 units, 0-5 units. 
School distribution 
This information is useful in determining where Irish language funding , 
educational funding should be allocated , and where funding needs to be 
allocated for further community development. Information which needs be 
inventoried includes: nursery schools, primary schools, secondary schools, 
nianri schools, gaelscoils (primary) gaelscoil (secondary). 
Tourism resources category 
Restaurant and pub distribution 
This inventory consists of the location and distribution of eating and drinking 
establishments on Achill . This information would be useful in determining where 
other establishments may need to be located, or where certain activities such as 
festivals and Irish speaking events may take place. 
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Accommodation distribution 
Accommodation distribution inventory would show where a majority of tourists 
stay, where accommodation is lacking, and where accommodation funding could 
be spent to aid in the spread of economic benefits. This information is also 
useful in determining infrastructure funding, and where a major impact is 
occurring to the landscape in terms of development. 
The inventory of accommodation distribution consists of the following aspects: 
bed and breakfasts, hotels, self-catering cottages, guesthouses, youth hostels, 
and camping facilities. 
Language/cultural resources category 
Irish speakers distribution 
This category would inventory the distribution of Irish speakers on Achill 
Island. Aspects to be inventoried include: Speaker distribution, speaker level of 
competency (fluent, conversational, low competency) , speakers within 
household. 
Historical areas/ archeological sites 
These are present in the form of abandoned villages, holy wells, pre-historic 
fort settlements, hut foundations, stone crosses, medieval field systems, stone 
circles, and others. These features are very important to the people of Achill , 
their history, and sense of identity. Development around these sites would 
detract from the tourist experience and also threaten the stability of the site itself. 
Therefore, sections within close proximity would be protected . Aspects to be 
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inventoried include: Major archeological sites, such as abandoned villages, 
castles, strongholds, pre-historic forts, sites which are rare to Ireland, sites which 
are of specific importance to Achill's heritage and history, and all minor 
archeological sites, such as stone crosses and holy wells. 
Evaluation and scoring of inventory categories 
The inventoried items need to be evaluated and prioritized, based on Achill 's 
needs and desires, and the overall goal and objectives stated in the initial 
phases of the planning process. For example, with culture sites on Achill, 
evaluation of the sites with regard to their importance to tourism, current 
condition, and importance to the heritage of Ireland and Achill, needs to be 
considered. This process would involve the language/cultural committee of the 
planning forum, with experts such as archeologists to advise the committee. 
Once the cultural sites have been prioritized into categories, the categories are 
assigned a numerical value based on the importance of the category to Achill's 
goals and objectives. For example, if major cultural sites such as pre-historic 
forts are important to preserve on Achill, then a low score such as "1" may be 
given so that development does not occur near the site. If other cultural sites are 
not significant, they may be assigned a higher number, as development may be 
permitted to take place near the site. 
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The proposed categories and rating are the following: 
Unique flora and fauna habitats 
Habitat for species particular to Achill. .. .... ..... .... .. ...... . 
Habitat for rare species ... ... .. . .. . ... ... ........... ..... .. .. ... .. . 
Habitat for endangered and threatened species ...... .. .... .... . 
Slope 
0-10% .. .. ... ..... .. . 
10-15% ...... ... ... . 
15-25% .... .. .... .. . 
25-35% ...... ... .. . 
35% + ........ .. . 
Surface drainage 
Intermittent stream .... .. . . 
Secondary stream ... .. . ... . 
Primary stream .. .. .. .... .. . 
Pond or lake ... ... ..... . .. .. . 
Depth to bed rock 
0-5' .... .. ...... .. .... .. .. . 
5-10' .. .. .. ... .... . 
10'+ ... ....... .. .. . 
Vegetative types 
Rush- shrub cover 
Pasture grassland ..... . 
Woodland vegetation ... .. ... . 
Soil types 
Cultivated acid peat. .... . ... .. . . 
Iron-pan podzol ... ... .. ...... . .. .. .... . ... .. . .... .... .. . 
Gley soil. .... .... .... .... ... .. ..... ...... ... ..... . 
Farming/ Pasture land 
Pasture land with 50% rush growth .. . .... .. .. .. . 
Pasture land with 25% rush growth .... ....... . 
Prime pasture land .. . ... . . 
3 
2 
1 
7 
6 
4 
2 
1 
6 
4 
1 
1 
5 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
5 
3 
1 
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Recreational areas 
Low recreational value .... ......... .. ... .... ...... . 
Moderate recreational value .................... . 
High recreational value ..... . ... .... ...... ..... ... . 
Commonage vs.non-commonage 
Non-commonage ... ... ......... .. . 
Commonage .. .. .. ... ... . 
View sheds/ scenery 
Low quality viewsheds .. ... . .......... .. .... . 
Moderate quality viewsheds ... ..... . .. . .. . . 
High quality viewsheds ..... . ........ . ... . 
Population distribution 
300 +individuals 
250-300 
200-250 
150-200 
100-150 
50-100 
Children/ elderly (separate inventories) 
100 +individuals 
75-100 
50-75 
25-50 
0-25 
Road distribution 
Primary roads 
Secondary roads 
Lane-ways 
Residential housing distribution 
100 +homes 
50-100 homes 
0-50 homes 
Industrial commercial distribution 
10+ units 
5-1 O units 
0-5 units 
3 
2 
1 
4 
2 
6 
3 
1 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
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School distribution 
Nursery schools .. .. .... . .. .. 
Primary schools .. . .... .... . . 
Secondary schools .... ... .. .. . 
Nianri schools ... ... .. . .... .. . 
Gaelscoil (primary) .. . ... .... . 
Gaelscoil (secondary) ...... . . 
Eating and drinking establishment distribution 
7+ establishments 
4-7 establishments 
1-4 establishments 
Accommodation distribution 
50 +beds 
35-50 beds 
25-35 
15-25 
10-15 
0-10 
Camping facilities 
Self catering cottages 
5+ 
3-5 
1-3 
Irish speaker distribution 
0- individuals .. . .. . .. .. . 
1-5 .. . ..... . ... ........ .. . 
5-7 .. ...... . ..... .. .. ..... . 
8+ ..... . ... .... ... .. .. .. .. . 
Historical areas/ Archeological sites 
Minor archeological sites 
Sites important to Achill 's heritage 
Sites rare in Ireland 
Major archeological sites 
300 yards+ from arch. site .... ... ... ... .. . 
101 to 299 yards from site .. ... . .... .. . 
100 or less .. .. ...... .. ... .. . ... ... ... ... . 
No evaluation score 
No evaluation score 
No evaluation score 
No evaluation score 
No evaluation score 
No evaluation score 
3 
2 
1 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
6 
3 
2 
1 
6 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
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Summary 
The scoring sheet shows all the inventory items and rating method. There 
are 22 criteria which require scoring, with the highest possible score a five acre 
section being 94, and the lowest possible score would be 21. Therefore, those 
five acre sections with a score of 94, would be the most suitable for new 
development, and those sections with a score of 21 , require absolute protection 
from development. 
The criteria for determining suitable development after all areas have been 
scored may be the following : 
Most suitable for development.. ............ .. score: 75-94 
Moderate development. .. ........... ..... ..... . score: 60-75 
Low development......... ..... . .......... ... .. .. score: 55-75 
Moderate protection ............................ score: 45-55 
Absolute protection... .......................... score: 21-45 
This suitability analysis is not the only factor in determining which areas need 
protection , and which are suitable for development, but the analysis is a starting 
logical systematic tool at which to begin in determining these areas. Specific on 
site investigation is necessary before final determinations are made. 
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Policy formation 
In this stage, policy is developed to guide and determine decision making. 
The policy is based on careful evaluation of inventoried items and the land-use 
suitability analysis, resident and tourist surveys, and evaluation of existing 
legislation and regulations. Once the information has been assimilated, the 
management groups of the planning forum can then examine the goals and 
objectives which were determined in the planning framework stage, and make 
recommendations on policy. 
Within this stage, the policy must be measured with regard to the 
sustainability definition, and components of sustainability need to be determined 
as a matter of policy. The limits of acceptable change become an important part 
of policy formation, as the LAC (limits of acceptable change) model allows for 
policy to be determined which will reflect the changes the Islanders have 
deemed undesirable. 
The following are policy specific components which Achill Island needs to 
strongly consider to preserve the Island's scenic beauty, culture, and tourist 
appeal. 
Landscape/environment policy 
Policy should protect viewsheds, shorelines and beach areas from 
developments which cause impact to these areas. Policy should state that: 
Achill Island strongly opposes all development which threatens viewsheds, 
development which is intrusive on the landscape, development which adversely 
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impacts the environment of Achill and any development which is not in the best 
interest of the island and its residents. 
Irish language/cultural policy 
Areas with a concentration of Irish speakers need to be given careful 
consideration regarding suitability for development. Policy should state: The 
policy of Achill Island is to promote the Irish language with the goal of eventually 
making the entire island's population bilingual. All proposed development will be 
carefully examined to determine its adverse impact or positive influence on the 
Irish language. Development which is determined to adversely impact the use of 
Irish will be opposed by Achill Island. 
With regard to vernacular architecture and holiday home construction, 
emphasis should be on cluster or village development for new construction. 
Specific areas for cluster development should be supported by the inventory 
suitability maps. 
Policy should also be sought to protect and promote the use of vernacular 
architecture in new construction. Policy should state; New construction and 
developments must include the use of vernacular architectural elements 
particular to Achill Island. Any development which does include this design in its 
proposal will be opposed. 
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Tourism development policy 
Further development of Achill tourism in regard to other tourist sites and 
destinations in County Mayo is important so that Achill is not an "out of the way" 
destination. The tourist season needs to be lengthened and new markets need 
to be established. Islanders must determine what is unique about Achill and 
then determine what target market best suits the Island's product. Achill's policy 
on tourism should state: Achill shall promote tourism in a sustainable and 
environmentally friendly matter. 
Community development policy 
Within Achill's comprehensive plan, careful planning and consideration need 
to be given to developing the villages on the Island which receive little tourism 
revenue. Tourists travel through much of the western and southern portions of 
the Island, leaving little in terms of tourism revenue. Developing employment 
opportunities on the Island will help retain and encourage youth to stay on the 
Island and raise families instead of leaving to find employment elsewhere. With 
regards to tourism business, the focus of Achill's plan should be on developing 
small-scale, locally owned and managed tourism enterprises that may spread 
benefits more widely throughout the Island community. 
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Development plan for Achill Island 
This stage involves the orderly arrangement of all aspects of the process, 
reflecting the policy and objectives previously determined. This is essentially the 
arranging of all the data from surveys and inventories, text covering the entire 
planning process, and plans, maps, proposed programs, and policies, into a final 
hard copy. The hard copy for Achill Island's comprehensive plan can then be 
distributed among the community so that it can be reviewed , discussed and 
understood , before a final copy is made to initiate legislative drafts and funding 
proposals . This stage also begins to overlap into the next stage of 
implementation strategies. The tourism plan and Irish language plan are 
components of the overall development plan . As stated in Island Tourism and 
Sustainable Development, by Apostolopoulos and Gayle, "ideally, the framework 
for sustainable tourism development is embedded within the tenets of an overall 
sustainable development plan" (Y. Apostolopoulos and D. Gayle, page 106, 
2002). 
The tourism plan would begin to take form from the initial objectives and then 
be developed into the stage of policy formation. The Irish language plan would 
also take from initial objectives and is further developed into policy formation. 
Implementation strategies 
In this stage, strategies are proposed and decided in order to make the 
previously decided goals, objectives and policies become a reality. These 
strategies may include: zoning schemes and easements to protect shorelines 
and view sheds, zoning to protect unique flora and fauna habitats, zoning or 
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covenants which advocate vernacular architecture in new construction, programs 
which promote the use of the Irish language such as schools, camps and youth 
clubs, programs which put in place a booking agency to spread economic 
benefits, legislative law which requires tour bus operators to pay a use tax, 
projects which involve restoration of historical sites and stock streams with trout 
for fishing, and programs which market and promote Achill as a tourist 
destination to specific target markets. 
Landscape/environmental implementation 
Achill 's plan should incorporate the following landscape/environmental 
strategies: 
1. A decision should be made by the Mayo County planning office regarding 
the fencing of commonage on Achill Island (see page 77). A decision by 
Mayo County Planning that commonage will never be given permission for 
development would probably put an end to fencing of commonage in 
hopes of selling it off as valuable property. 
2. All viewsheds, shoreline, beach areas, and ecological area which are 
within commonage should immediately be granted full protection from 
development. 
3. Viewsheds, shoreline, beach areas, and ecological area which are NOT 
within commonage should be considered for appraisal and purchased 
over time as funding permits. 
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4. All new construction should be developed in "cluster" cul de sacs. This 
would stop the spread of "one off housing", which are dotted across the 
landscape. 
Community development implementation 
Achill's plan should incorporate the following community development 
strategies: 
1. A central booking office located on Achill would take all accommodation 
calls and distribute tourists evenly among accommodation venues 
throughout the island. Careful consideration needs to be given to 
procedures for this concept and would consider such aspects as the size 
and number of rooms an accommodation has in its facility, the quality of 
the accommodation , seasonality, and the accommodation's other 
amenities. 
2. Many of the villages on Achill are unkept, with debris cluttered around the 
homes and yards. Achill should consider incentives and "tidy town" 
competitions to encourage villages to clean up. 
3. Programs need to be developed which encourage employment which can 
be performed from the island. These would include services which can be 
provided over the internet such as consulting, web design, and other 
internet technology services. 
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Tourism Development implementation 
Achill's plan should incorporate the following tourism strategies: 
1. Tour bus operators would be required to pay a user fee, which would go 
to the nonprofit group "achilltourism." This agency would then use the 
money for projects on the island which benefit tourism, either directly or 
indirectly. In turn , tour bus operators would receive a reduced cost for 
accommodation and meals of their tourist customers. 
2. All accommodation establishments would charge visitors a user fee of one 
euro per person for each night of stay. This money would then be given to 
the organization "achilltourism" and be used to fund marketing strategies 
for the island. 
Irish language/cultural implementation strategies 
Achill's plan should incorporate the following cultural site strategies: 
1. Cultural and heritage sites need protection from development by 
legislation. 
2. Cultural sites need interpretation through the use of signage, tours, and a 
heritage center, where visitors are made aware of Achill's rich history. 
3. Sites such as the stronghold fortress, once built and lived in by Grainne Ni 
Mhaille, require restoration. This would allow visitor to walk through and 
experience the stronghold from within its walls. 
Achill's plan should incorporate the following vernacular architecture strategies: 
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1. All new development including residential construction, holiday homes, 
accommodation, pubs, restaurants, and any other structure visible from 
main roads would be required to include some elements of vernacular 
architecture. 
2. The architecture elements would include; stone on the face of the 
building, barges on the ends of the roof, traditional paint colors applied to 
the outside of the building, thatch applied to the roof, pane style windows, 
stone walls to define the outside boundaries of the property, and 
appropriate scale regarding the size and height of the structure (see 
figures 2.3a- 2.3d for houses of Achill with vernacular elements on the 
exterior) . 
Achill Island vernacular construction (figure 2.2a) 
I 
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Achill Island vernacular construction (figure 2.2b) 
Achill Island vernacular construction (figure 2.2c) 
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Achill Island vernacular construction (figure 2.2d) 
Achill 's plan should incorporate the following Irish language strategies: 
1. Survey: An extensive survey needs to be undertaken to determine how 
many Irish speakers exist, the demographics of the Irish speakers, and 
the desires of all Islanders regarding the Irish language. A survey would 
be important in ascertaining funding for language programs, and 
determining the weaknesses and strengths of the language within Achill. 
2. Local restaurants and pubs could sponsor Irish language activities such 
as quizzes, dances, and language classes. Related government agencies 
could fund prizes for these activities. 
3. The summer camp, which is located at Dooega, currently costs an 
estimated 500.00 euro ($630.00) per child per two weeks. To encourage 
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all children to attend this camp, it should be proposed that all Achill Island 
children be permitted to attend free of charge. The funding for this could 
be obtained through the government. 
4. Irish speakers on Achill currently are dispersed among a larger non-Irish 
speaking Island population. Irish speakers would have greater opportunity 
to use the language on a daily-community basis, if they lived in groups 
with other Irish speakers. To increase communication and net-working 
among Irish speakers, new cluster house development should be 
proposed, in which housing would be provided to Irish speakers at a 
reduced cost. 
5. More signage on Achill needs to be in Irish. Being surrounded in gaeilge 
would make people more aware of their heritage and possibly encourage 
them to acquire an interest in learning the language. 
6. Many fluent Irish speakers have left Achill in past years to find 
employment. A program should be developed to provide employment 
housing, and other incentives to encourage these persons to return to live 
on Achill. 
7. Primary and secondary gaelscoils (grade 1-12) need to be implemented to 
promote Irish in Achill 's youth. Gaelscoils are schools in which every 
subject is taught through the medium of Irish. The methods for teaching 
Irish is unique, in that they are innovative and fun, with Irish taught in ways 
that children really enjoy. The gaelscoils should be located near the 
center of the island, so that schools belong to all villages. 
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Monitoring and evaluation 
Both long and short term monitoring and evaluation of the results are 
important for the objectives to be met, and policy to be effective. Environmental 
resources such as flora and fauna will periodically have to be sampled by 
qualified biologists to determine impacts from growth and development. 
Sampling of natural resources should take place every 5 years. Tourism 
resources such as tourist satisfaction must be surveyed periodically by the 
organization "achilltourism" every 5 years to determine if policy is effective and if 
implementation strategy is causing the intended results. 
Cultural resources, such as language growth, must be periodically sampled 
by the Department of Gaeltacht every 5 years to determine effect of policies and 
implementation strategies. 
Summary 
In summary, Achill Island needs to develop a comprehensive plan to guide its 
future and protect the Island's resources, to enhance the quality of life on the 
island for residents. Sustainable principles must be adopted which are 
appropriate for Achill , and applied effectively to the comprehensive plan. 
The Irish language and tourism planning are to be integrated into the overall 
comprehensive plan for Achill to enhance the islands culture, such as its Irish 
language, and to promote tourism as an important source of income for islanders 
and to promote it in a sustainable and environmentally responsible manner. This 
is appropriate, as they cannot be effectively planned and implemented outside 
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an overall plan. These elements must "move" in a coherent manner and direction 
and planned within the larger "picture" for Achill Island. 
An important aspect of the proposal for Achill 's comprehensive plan is 
community participation. At every phase of the planning process, the residents of 
Achill should maintain complete control over all decision making. 
Land-use suitability analysis is an important tool in decision making. It provides 
useful insight into where, development should and should not occur, what trends 
are occurring on Achill with the analysis taken at timely intervals, and where 
funding should be allocated. 
This thesis has provided the framework in which Achill can proceed with a 
comprehensive plan. For the comprehensive plan to now become reality, 
several elements will need to be present: fund ing, expertise, and most 
importantly, the desire on behalf of the islanders to protect their Irish-island 
lifestyle and identity, and guide their future. 
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Recommendations for further study 
Futher study and consideration need to be given to the following : 
• The tourist "product" needs to be undertaken. The tourism "product" will 
define what Achill has to offer to the tourist and what experience Achill 
would like to offer. 
• On how the Irish language influences tourism in terms of the cultural 
product. 
• On how to extend the tourist season on Achill and the direction of tourism 
advertisement. 
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Appendix A. Achill Island: current tourism resources 
Fishing tourism 
There are a dozen fresh water lakes on the Island; three with trout. These 
lakes are stocked and managed by the Achill Sport Club. 
Two sea angling outfits exist for hire, which will take individuals or groups on 
the ocean for some fine fishing off the coast of Achill Island. One of these sea 
outfits is moored at Cashel, and the other is at Dooega. Fishing is an important 
tourism resource for Achill Island, since it is surrounded by the sea. The fishing 
resource needs to be protected as a fishery, and presented as a tourist product. 
For example, tourist surveys may conclude that tourists prefer small scale sea 
angling boats and non-crowded shores far from roads, as opposed to large scale 
sea angling corporations, and crowded shores near busy vehicle traffic. This 
preference on behalf of the tourists can then be applied to the planning model 
and policies created to give direction to the preference. 
Outdoor adventure 
Scuba diving school is offered at Keel, as well as wind boarding. There is 
also currach rowing on Keel. (Currachs are best described as "Irish canoes", 
which are very sea worthy in skilled hands). Sail-boarding can be done at the 
adventure centers located at Cashel and Dugort. These adventure centers offer 
rental of bikes, wind boards and other outdoor gear, and they can also provide 
transportation to recommended areas on the Island. Professional one- on- one 
surf training is available through Tomas Maclochlainn. Tomas Maclochlainn 
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also guides individuals or groups on walks or rock climbing, often speaking in his 
first language of Irish. 
Other outdoor activities on Achill include: horseback riding, which is located 
at Keel, cycling and hill walking. There are many opportunities for hill and 
shoreline walking on Achill , including a walking festival which celebrates this 
pastime. The Irish love to go on walks, and there are plenty of commonage 
areas where one does not have to worry about trespassing. Achill also has a 
fantastic nine hole golf course located at Keel. 
Events and festivals 
There are some great festivals on Achill, which are open to tourists. These 
events are important as they celebrate the lifestyle, culture and history of the 
Island and Islanders. The events are an important element of sustainability, as 
they have been created by the Islanders, have little drain on the Island's 
resources, and create an annual flow of income which is spread over the 
different villages on the Island . 
The main events and festivities are the following: 
Achill Seafood Festival: this involves the entire Island and many of its eating 
establishments. The event lasts four days in July and features fish and shellfish 
from the coast of Achill. 
Cruinniu Bad6irf Acla: A yawl racing festival takes place over a seven day 
period, and has different starting points from all over the island. The Achill yawl is 
a type of sail boat which was used by the Islanders to transport goods to and 
from the Island years ago. 
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Scoil Acla: This school takes place in August and is a week long. It attracts 
master traditional musicians from all over Ireland to teach classes on various 
levels. It takes place in Cashel. 
Feile Siul6idf Acla: The Achill walk festival takes place on the five or four days 
surrounding Saint Patrick's day. It involves music and foods in various pubs, 
organized hill walks in large groups. On Saint Patrick's Day, bag pipe bands from 
different villages go to each of the other villages to play from sunrise to sunset. 
Relative government agencies and private organizations 
For Achill's planning process and integrated sustainable plan to be 
successful, key government agencies and private organizations will need to play 
a proactive role in ensuring the long term goals of the plan are successful. The 
agencies and organizations listed below represent several key components of 
sustainable development planning as outlined in the Literature review. Included 
are: Achill Tourism and the Irish Tourist Board , which deal with tourism 
promotion and maketing, the Achill Sport Club, which deals with the protection 
of wildlife and fisheries, GaelSoaire, Udaras na Gaeltachta, and Foras na 
Gaeltachta, all of which deal with the promotion and protection of cultural 
resources and the Irish Langauge, several private organizations, which 
represent various interests of the Achill residents, and the Mayo County Planning 
Dept. , which is a regulatory body. 
Listed below is a summary of these agencies and organizations. 
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Turas6ireact Acla (Achill tourism). 
This is the local tourism organization for Achill Island. It was formed several 
years ago, and has attempted to guide tourism marketing and improvement with 
some success. It is voluntary and receives some funding from Udaras na 
Gaeltachta. 
Irish tourist board. 
This is the national tourism board and its main directive is to improve tourism via 
marketing for the entire country. 
Udaras na gaeltachta . 
This Government organization's primary directive is job creation within the 
Gaeltacht areas. It has the ability to provide large amounts of funding to areas in 
which the Irish language can be sustained, revived , or enhanced. Achill could be 
in danger of losing this source of funding if Irish as a spoken language continues 
to decline. There is a staffed office of Udaras na Gaeltachta located at the sound 
in Achill Island. 
Achill sport club. 
This is a private organization with its members consisting of avid sportsman, 
both residents and non-residents. They play an active role in stocking the 
Island's lakes with trout an keeping an watchful eye on these lakes. They also 
are responsible for issuing permits for fishing and hunting on the Island. 
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Mayo County Council: 
This is the county government agency with a wide range of responsibilities. The 
Mayo county council has regulatory "teeth" to enact county laws and enforce 
these laws, including zoning, taxes, and building codes. 
Kildownet area action group: 
This is a voluntary private organization formed by residents in the Kildownet 
area, which includes Derreens, CloughMore, Dooega, and Ashleam villages, on 
the south east area of the Island. The organization formed to encourage growth 
in population, jobs, and tourism in this part of the Island. 
Foras na gaeltachta: 
This is the government organization which is responsible for promoting and 
advocating the Irish language for Ireland. 
Gaelsaoire: 
This is the promotional initiative of cultural tourism by Udaras na Gaeltachta, the 
Irish government's agency responsible for promoting the language. The 
agency's objective is "to promote and brand the gaeltacht destinations as very 
different holiday destinations, because of the Irish Language, spoken as a 
community language, and because of the overall distinct culture and ethos of the 
gaeltacht". 
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Dooagh residents group: 
This volunteer - private residents group was formed to improve all things in the 
community of Dooagh, including the resident's concerns about the indiscriminant 
construction of holiday homes in their area. 
Comhlacht forbartha aitiuil Acla (The Achill Local Development Company) 
This non-profit group is very involved in helping the residents of Achill Island with 
starting small businesses, schools, putting on educational programs, and any 
other worthwhile endeavor. 
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Appendix 8. Muintir achill 
Excerpt taken from "Muintir Achill" magazine written by Breege O' Brien , "Muintir 
Acla" , Summer '97 
Times are changing in tourism. 
Yet in Achill the industry seems not to be keeping in step with these changes 
despite efforts by various groups to regenerate it. Nowadays "marketing" is a key 
word in tourism. Yet Achill continues to be unable to "benefit from the 
professional marketing skills of promotional vehicles such as Bord Failte" (Achill 
Island Resource Survey, 1994) due to a "shortage of registered accommodation" 
(ibid) . "Word of mouth/contacts/friends network is an important feature of the 
marketing of Achill" 
There are still no reliable statistics on the Achill tourism industry on which to 
base a marketing development plan. The several tourist information offices, 
which serve our visitors , are either so poorly signposted or not signposted at 
all ,or so badly placed , as to be ineffective in this regard. And while some very 
scholarly publications outline the history of the area in detail, such information 
needs to be presented in a different way for the tourist, in the form of a series of 
leaflets on places of historical interest, for example. The development of a 
guided tour service, along the lines of the now available tour of the Deserted 
Village, would help. 
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At the end of the 70s the tourist industry in Achill fell into decline. Achill found 
itself competing with the Costa Del Whatever overseas, and with more 
developed and better marketed holiday destinations elsewhere in Ireland. The 
Achill product became "jaded" (Deloitte and Touche in The Deserted Village, 
Achill Island: A Feasibility Study, 1995) and tourism-based businesses were 
criticized for over-pricing and failing to reinvest. The tide had turned. Those 
staying at the hotel at The Settlement in the mid 1800s were traveling there 
when Achill was still an offshore island, and when access to it was by ferry. 
Some roads had been constructed but "the traveler is annoyed at the loss of time 
and the fatigue incurred by the great circuits that have to be made to get from 
place to place" (Harriet Martineau, Letters From Ireland, 1852). In the Achill of 
the 1850s the tourist was glad of almost any type of accommodation in such an 
isolated place. 
In the 1990s, unsatisfactory accommodations and poor infrastructure are two 
of the weaknesses of the Achill tourist industry as identified by Deloitte and 
Touche, the Management Consultants who were commissioned to carry out a 
feasibility study of the Deserted Village Project. They reported that "each of the 
seven hotels on the island (180 bedrooms) is one star standard only, which 
makes the island unattractive to tour operators". They identify poor road 
infrastructure, the lack of a marina facility, the absence of an ATM and of a 
permanent banking facility as further weaknesses. 
------- ------- - - ----
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Criticism is hard to take; especially when we are proud of who we are and 
what we have to offer, and when we might feel that our efforts have been the 
best we can make. Last summer when I read Liz Ryan's "Evening Herald" attack 
on Achill's tourist industry, I frowned and fumed and wrote a reply in my head 
that never translated onto paper. Partly, because part of what she said is true. 
Her report - on the whole exaggerated an ill researched - did however touch on 
some home truths. 
Achill Tourism's Draft Marketing 1996 - 1999 identifies some home truths: 
"untidy villages and private properties"; "poor maintenance of stone walls and 
house frontages"; "dumping and litter problems"; "standards of comfort and 
hygiene in some licensed premises unsatisfactory". These should not be solely 
the concerns of the tourist industry. They are matters for the public in general. 
Here is an example of where residents and tourist interest groups can work 
together to improve both the quality of life for residents and the quality of the 
holiday experience for the tourist. Where a community's economy is so highly 
dependent on its tourist industry it is important that the whole of the community 
take an interest in tourism-related issues. 
Conversely, tourism development groups should always keep the interest of 
the local community in sight. Recently this has not been happening in relation to 
many building projects in the area. 
The newly formed Dooagh Residents' Group has expressed many concerns 
in regard to proposed holiday home developments for their village. Elsewhere in 
the Achill and Curraun areas similar concerns have been expressed. There is 
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good cause for concern, least we kill the goose that lays the golden egg . After 
150 years it is still the breathtaking beauty of the place, more than any one other 
factor, which draws tourists to the area. 
The indiscriminate and insensitive building of both private homes and holiday 
home developments can only take from that beauty. These concerns must be 
addressed by the planning authority in question, in this case Mayo County 
Council. Achill and Curraun form part of what Mayo County Council has 
classified as Areas of Special Scenic Importance. Their coastlines form part of 
Scenic Views as shown on Map No. 9, Mayo County Development Plan from 
which the following extracts are taken . "It is an objective of the Council to protect 
and preserve the views and prospects in Map 9." "It is an objective of the 
Council where possible to improve the viewing potential by seeking the removal 
or lowering of walls .... . " "It is an objective of the Council that no building 
development will normally be allowed in open views between the public road and 
the seashore, lakeshore or riverside. However, special consideration will be 
given to landowners for the provision of dwellings for themselves, or members of 
their families, on the family holding ." "It is an objective of the Council that the 
effects of any proposed development in the foreground of other views and 
prospects shall be considered and development which would be obtrusive or 
incongruous on the landscape prohibited ." "It is an objective of the Council to 
strictly control development which might prove injurious to the amenity value of 
the area." "It is an objective of the Council to review periodically each area to 
see if it may require the additional protection afforded by a Special Amenity 
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Order under Section 42 of the Local Government (Planning and Development) 
Acts 1963 - 1991." 
Public concerns in regard to these matters should be strongly and clearly 
presented to The Council. 
The Slievemore Development Project has the potential to be a most exciting 
tourism project, of the kind that will serve both tourists and residents alike. One 
of the most serious threats to the success of this project may well be a possible 
lack of local support. "A high degree of local support is innate to the project's 
success. If this is not forthcoming, then the project will be lost and along with it 
perhaps the best hope of arresting the decline in Achill's visitor numbers" 
(Deloitte and Touche). This lack of local support may well arise not so much out 
of objection to the project as out of indifference to it and a feeling that it is not a 
"whole island" project. Frequently expressed views of the project as being "for 
Keel" or "for Dooagh" indicate uninformed perceptions on the part of local 
residents as to what the project entails. They also indicate a need on the part of 
the promoters of the project to market their project to the local community. A 
wider local distribution of the Campaign Committee's promotional brochure and 
an information campaign targeting residents of the area would raise awareness 
and generate better informed discussion. 
What makes a place special is its people and Achill people have always been 
known for their hospitality and warm heartedness. But a modern tourist industry 
also requires professionalism, efficiency and high standards from those who 
serve it in such places as our hotels, B&Bs, restaurants, pubs, hostels, galleries, 
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shops, museums, and information offices. Because these product servers are 
for the most part students with no formal training in this field, the Achill tourism 
industry might benefit from the provision of Tourism Education, in our second-
level schools for example, or through some other structure. 
Breege O' Brien, "Muintir Acla", Summer '97 
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Appendix C. Achill's Irish language 
Western People Newspaper, County Mayo Ireland. 
Wednesday, August 21, 2002. 
Gaeltachts will die unless communities take action 
A stark warning has been given to Gaeltacht communities that their areas will 
die if people living in them do not support the Irish language. 
The warning has come from Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht 
Affairs, Eamon O'Cuiv, T.D., who said Gaeltacht communities are now at a 
crossroads. 
"Gaeltacht communities have a choice to make and that is to support the Irish 
language or to turn their backs on it and let the gaeltachts die," he said . 
He announced that it is his intention to prepare an action plan for the Gaeltacht 
areas immediately and to present it to the public. He will be looking for support 
from the public for the plan. 
Mr. O'Cuiv said he recognised the responsibilities of the State to the Irish 
language in Gaeltacht areas and to the Gaeltacht way of life. He intended to 
build on the work already being done to provide a high standard of living for the 
youth of the Gaeltachts. 
"If there is a reason for an area to be designated as a Gaeltacht, however, it is 
because the people of the area speak Irish. 
"Therefore, the basis for the provision of those services is a reciprocal contract 
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with the people. 
"The State and the people of the Gaeltachts are depending on each other for 
the good of the language and I am certain that is how the public see it," he said . 
Mr O'Cuiv said there will be a particular emphasis in the action plan on 
ensuring that Irish is the language of the young people in the Gaeltachts and on 
the provision of the facilities to that end. 
He announced that there will be Irish language creches, pre-schools, primary 
schools, secondary schools and third-level education, as well as sports clubs 
and past times and activities all run through Irish . 
The same approach would apply to "weak" areas as well as strong. 
Western People Newspaper, County Mayo Ireland 
Wednesday, July 07, 2004. 
Speak Irish or lose your grant aid 
A new study has revealed that the Gaeltacht areas of Achill, Erris and 
Tourmakeady are in danger of losing their Gaeltacht status if the number of Irish 
speakers does not increase significantly in the seven years. Apart from the 
symbolic blow of losing their Gaeltacht status, the areas would become ineligible 
for the dozens of lucrative grants that are given to Irish-speaking regions . 
The study, which was carried out by GMIT lecturer, Donncha 6 hEallaithe, 
recommends that people in the Gaeltacht areas should converse in Irish if they 
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are to keep their Gaeltacht status. 
One of the findings of the astounding survey is that a paltry 679 out of 11 ,000 
Gaeltacht residents speak their native language. 
Togra Mhaigh Eo, which was established by Foras na Gaeilge to help develop 
the Irish language and culture in Mayo are very much in favour of the recent 
study saying "there is no point hiding behind closed doors and pretending there 
is a Gaeltacht area when there isn't. The study helps draw attention to the 
problem". The Gaeltacht areas have become alive with the recent study with 
committees being formed to help preserve the language and ensure that the 
benefits of living in a Gaeltacht area are held on to. Togra Mhaigh Eo said there 
are a lot of funds available to Gaeltacht areas including grants for education and 
roadworks. 
Togra Mhaigh Eo will provide Irish classes for adults in September. They insist 
that "Emigrant who are returning with no Irish have no means of learning the 
language, " which is causing a problem for the Gaeltacht areas. 
Donncha 0 hEallaithe insists that his study, which shows that the entire area 
designated at present as Gaeltacht would be reduced by 70% if the Gaeltacht 
boundaries were to be redrawn, is proof that "Irish has already ceased to be a 
language of the Gaeltacht community". He believes that Irish is in imminent 
danger of extinction as everyday community vernacular in the last few remaining 
Irish speaking areas. The future of Mayo's Gaeltacht areas are now in local 
hands. 
Thomas Mac Seain, a member of the Achill committee established to formulate a 
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plan to preserve the area's Gaeltacht status, says that their "plan will bring Irish 
to the youth, the church , and the whole spectrum of life in the community". He 
agrees that the benefits of Gaeltacht status are important but he insists that the 
community want to keep "their culture and identity". The plan to preserve Irish in 
Achill will be presented to Achill's local development committee tonight, Tueday. 
The Mayo Gaeltachts must prove to the Government that 50% or more of locals 
converse in the native language when the next census comes around . The race 
against the census clock is on. 
Western People Newspaper, County Mayo Ireland 
Wednesday, August04,2004. 
Achill islanders seek full Gaeltacht status 
The entire parish of Achill Island is to seek the designation of Gaeltacht status 
under an ambitious new plan which was presented last week by Minister for 
Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs , Mr Eamon 6 Cuiv. 
Two-thirds of the parish, which includes some mainland villages and the Curraun 
peninsula, is already designated . 
The three-year plan to extend the use of "Gaeilg Acla", the island's distinctive 
Irish dialect, and to foster and nurture local traditions is an initiative of C6iste na 
Gaeilge, a sub-comittee of the island's development firm , Comhlacht Forbartha 
Aitiuil Acla. 
It has the support of Udaras na Gaeltachta and Glor na nGael. 
Plean Gaeilge do Cheantar Acla is based on extensive research , including a 
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questionnaire distributed throughout the island earlier this year. 
Much of the questionnaire was informed by issues discussed at a public meeting 
held last April which attracted broad support from Gaeltacht and non-Gaeltacht 
islanders. 
"The promotion of 'Gaeilg Acla' has received resounding support from the people 
of Achill and the Curraun peninsula," said Ms Pamela Ni Thaidhg, a language 
and cultural officer with Udaras. 
"We were very encouraged by the attendance at the meeting of a wide range of 
age-groups unanimous in their commitment to the language, and whose input 
was extremely helpful in drawing up the plan." 
The plan outlines a set of activities whereby the use of spoken Irish is 
encouraged across several sectors of the community including sporting 
organisations, youth clubs, cultural groups and businesses. 
Irish classes will be supplemented by the use of the language at social 
gatherings such as card playing , informal "oicheanta c6mhra" and music 
sessions. 
C6mhlacht manager, Mr Terence Dever, hopes the establishment of an all-Irish 
primary school within the next decade will further enhance the use of the 
language and strengthen the case for extended Gaeltacht status. 
Mr Dever said "increased enrolment at the island's naionra for September 2004 
is also a positive indication". 
Minister 6 Cuiv said the aspiration to extend the Gaeltacht status to the entire 
community of Achill was a case to be looked at since it was basically one 
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community and should be either fully in the Gaeltacht or fully out of the 
Gaeltacht. 
He said the implementation of the plan was important. An interesting factor was 
that the initiative had been driven by the community itself. 
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Qualifications of the researcher 
Patrick Henry O'Rooney Dutter has been interested in all things Irish and 
everything related to the landscape from a young age. He currently owns 
property in Ireland on Achill Island and construction of a house will begin there in 
the spring of 2004. On Achill, he and his family plan to hill walk, fish , swim, play 
Irish music on traditional instruments, ride horses, garden, go boating on the sea, 
and speak the Irish language. Patrick possesses a Bachelor of Science in 
Natural Resource Management from the University of Wisconsin - Stevens 
Point, and a Bachelor of Landscape Architecture from Iowa State University. He 
is conversational in spoken Irish and continues his study of the Irish language. 
His dream is that his children will become aware of their Irish heritage, enjoy Irish 
country life, and eventually learn to speak Irish and use it as their everyday 
language within their own families. He has invested time, energy and money into 
the framework of this tourism plan, as he now has vested interest in its success. 
It truly fits that saying, " put your money where your mouth is". 
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